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INTRODUCTION 

I, the Chairman, Committee on Public Undertakings, having 
heen authorised by the Committee to submit the Report on their 
nehalf, present this Fortieth Report on the Materials Management 
in Public Undertakings. 

2. The first Report of the series of the Reports on various as-
pects of 'Management and Administration' of public undertakings 
dealing with planning of projects (l3th Report of the Committee) 
was presented in December, 1965. The present Report is the second 
in this series. 

3. The Report is based on the data furnished by the Ministries 
a'od the public undertakings. The Committee took the evidence of 
the representatives of the follOWing Undertakings on the 16th and 
17th December, 1966: 

1. Fertiliser Corporation of India Ltd. 

2. Hindustan Steel Ltd. 

3. Heavy Engineering Corporation Ltd. 

4. Heavy Electricals (India) Ltd. 

5. Hin.dustan Machine Tools Ltd. 

6. Indian Telephone Industries Ltd. 
, 

7. National Coal Development Corporation Ltd. 

.. 8, Oil & Natural Gas Commission. 

4. The Committee also took the evidence of the representatives 
of the Ministries of Industry, Finance, Iron &: Steel, Petroleum and 
Chemicals, Mines & Metals, and Supply, Technical Development" 
Materials Planning on the 17th December, 1966. 

5. The Report was adopted by the Committee on the 3rd March, 
1967. 

6. The Committee wish to express their thanks to the various 
Ministries and the public undertakings for placing before them the 
material and information which they wanted in connection with the 
examination ~f the subjed. They wish to thank in particular the • 

(v) 



(vi) 

representatives of the Undertakings and the officers of the Ministries 
who gave evidence and placed their considered views before the 
Committee. They also wish to express their thanks to the non-
official organisations/individuals who on request from the Com-
mittee furnished so readily their views on the subject. 

NEW DELHI; 
March 3, 1967. 
Phalguna 12, 1888(S)-:-

D. N. TIWARY, 
Chairman, 

Committee on Public Undertakings. 
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INTRODUCTORY 

The increasing pace of industrialisation in India has in Its wake 
bighlighted a number of management problems, an important one of 
-which is cost control and cost reduction. It has been found that 
in Indian industries, cost of materials accounts for nearly two-
thirds of the total cost of production i.e., more than the combined 
-amount spent on labour, overheads, and management.' Therefore, in 
any scheme of cost reduction the determining factor must be the 
'efficiency or otherwise of materials management. 

Materials Management covers the entire range of functions which 
affect the flow, conservation, utilisation, quality and cost of materials. 
It is thus concerned with planning and programming of materials, 
purchasing, inventory control, receiving and warehousing, store keep_ 
ing, transportation and handling of materials, scrap and surplus dis-
posal and salvage. 

2. Considerable attention is being paid to the materials manage-
ment in other industrialised countries. For example in Japan, the 
materials cost which was 61·55 per cent of the production cost was 
reduced to 58·45 per cent. In U.S.A. it has been found that the 
adoption of one scientific inventory control technique namely the 
economic lot size in place of purchases on judgment basis has been 
responsible for reduction in total inventory investment by 20 per 
cent to 30 per cent without sacrificing customer service. 

3. Unfortunately the importance of proper materials management 
has not been fully realised in India and very little attention has so 
far been paid to the task of controlling investment in inventories 
through the application of various scientific techniques. Thus 
according to an analysis of 34 running concerns in the public sector 
the total investment in inventories in 1964-65 was Rs. 269 crores. 
The total working capital for these concerns was Rs. 301 orores as 
on the 31st March. 1965. Thus 90 per cent of the working capital 
was locked up in inventories. Based on annual production also, the 
position wy unsatisfactory, the inventories of 22 public sector in-
dustrial running concern§ being of the order of RE. 2:~9 crares, which 
were equivalent to 11 months value of prodUction (exduding depre-
.dation) . 
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4. The Committee, therefore, decided to make a horizontal study 
of the materials management in running concerns in the public-
sector. This study has revealed many short-comings in inventor3l> 
management which have been discussed in the following Chapters. 



Total value 

II 

INVENTORIES 

5. The value of inventories of 34 running concerns in the public 
sector as on the 31st March, 1965 was Rs. 269 crores. Out of this 
the inventories held by 12 non-industrial concerns was about Rs. 40 
crores. The value of inventories of the 22 industrial running 
concerns was thus Rs. 229 crores at the end of 1964-65 as compared 
to Rs. 201 crores at the close of the previous year. On an average 
these worked out to ] 1 months cost of production. Excluding the· 
inventories held by Hindustan Steel Ltd., which can be treated in a 
class by itself because of its size and large investment, the inven-
tories of the other industrial running concerns amounted to Rs. 126 
crores, representing average of 15 months production as compared 
to 13 months during the year 1963-64. 

6. The inventories held by various concerns in terms of value 
and number of months' production are given below:-

-----
----

1. Hindustan Teleprinters Ltd. 
2. Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd. 
3. Hindustan Shipyard Ltd. 
4. Bharat Earth Movers Ltd. 
S. Bharat Electronics Ltd. 
6. Praga Tools Ltd. 
7. Hindustan Salts Ltd. 

Cost of 
Production 
(excluding 
depreciation) 

1 964-6S 

2 

0'S5 
13'77 
3'99 
1'48 

8. Indian Telephone Industriq; Ltd. 

. 4~79 
J'14 
0'90 
8'50 

Inventories Inventories 
at the end in terms of 

of numher of 
1 964-6S months cost 

of 
Production 

3 4 

(Rs. in crore~) 

1'79 39 
42'73 37 
10'48 31 
3'42 28 

10'25 26 
1'30 14 
1'00 13 
9'43 I). 

-------------- ----_. 
3 
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9. National Coal Development 
Corporation Ltd. 

10. Hindustan Antibiotics Ltd. 
I I. Hindustan Machine Tools Ltd. 
12. Hindustan Cables Ltd. 
13. Hindustan Steel Ltd. 
14. Fertilizers and Chemicals 

Travancore Ltd. 
IS. National Instruments Ltd. 
16. Indian Rare Earths Ltd. 
17. Fertilizer Corporation of 

India Ltd. 
18. Garden Reach Workshop Ltd. 
19. Mazagon Dock Ltd. 
20. Hindustan Insecticides Ltd. 
21. Hindustan Housing Factory 

Ltd. 
22. National Newsprint & Paper 

Mills Ltd.. . 

TOTAL: 

4 

2 

16'91 
2·82 
8'02 

3'41 
147'30 

18,63 
2·83 
3,66 
1'12 

l' II 

3 

(Rs. in crores) 

16'51 

2'29 
5'76 
2'38 

102'68 

3'55 
0'52 

0'35 

9'22 

1'45 
J ,86 
0'47 

4 

12 

10 

9 
8 
8 

8 
8 
7 

6 
6 
6 
5 

5 

4 

228'65 AVERAGE 1I 

7. It will be seen from the above statement that the inventories 
held were eqUivalent to more than 24 months cost of production 
in the case of 5 concerns, over 12 months but less tha'n 24 months 
in the case of three concerns, over 6 months and· upto 12 months in 
the case of 8 concerns and 4 to 6 months in six concerns only. 

8. The Committee were informed during evidence that the in-
ventories in an industrial enterprise consisted of raw materials, 
components, stores & spares, work-in-progress, finished goods and 
other items. The stocks of raw materials, components, stores & 
spares had to be related to consumption and the finjshed and semt-
finished goods to sales during a particu'ar period. The value of in-
ventories for a particular item depended on the souce of procure-
,ment-indigenous or imported 8nel the conditions of the market, ete. 



However, on an average, in a heavy industry like Hindustan Steel 
Ltd. or Heavy Engineering Corporation Ltd. the stock of raw 
materials and stores might be for four to six mdnths requirements 
depending upon the source of procurement. The finished goods on 
the other hand should not be for more than two months sales. 

9. It was agreed that the inventories in some of the public un-. 
t:iertakings had been on the high side. 

10: In this connection it is significant to note the position about 
inventory holdings of the companies in the private sector. Accord-
ing to an analysis by the Department of Statistics and the Division 
-of Monetary Economics of the Economic Department, the overall in-
ventories of 1,333 selected non-official, non-Government, medium 
and large public limited companies were equivalent to 3· 6 mO'nths 
value of production in 1963-64. 

11. Even granting that the invento,ries in any concern vary 
according to the nature of the undertaking and the type of materials 
required and thus the average inventory holdings in the private 
sector companies may not be quite comparable with those in the 
public sector undertakitngs, the holding of inventories to the extent 
Of 15 months value of production can by no means be justified. It 
needs hardly \any emphasis that the reduction of inventories can 
help in releasing the capital so ScaTce in the country and in conserv-
ing lm.luable foreign exchange. Any avoidable locking up of capital 
in inventories deprives some otheT essential project or programme 
of finance. Further, inventoTies also cost a good deal by way of 
interest charges, cost of storage and handling, deterioration and 
ob.mlescence costs. Even on a conservative estimate, the cost of 
carrying im,entory is estimated at a minimum of 15 per cent per 
annum. To the extent that there are e:rcessive inventories, the cost 
of production as well as the profitability of a con ('ern is affected. 

12. Thus, if the inventories of industrial running concerns could 
be reduced to 6 months production-which would by no means be 
difficult-it wouL:! mean release' of capital frl the extent oJ Rs. 104 
crores, which could be gbinfully employed either in the undertaking 
or to finance some otheT essential pToject or programme. Further, 
leaving aside the prOfit which -might have 'been earned on this in-
vestment, this would have resulted in reducing the inventory carry-
ing cost to the extent of Rs. 15'60 crores. (On the basis of 15 per 
cent .inventory carrying ~ost). It is significant to note the etJect of 
this saving on the profi,tabiUty of the public undertaking'. 2'he 
net profit of these 22 undertakings was only Rs. 10 ·19 crOTe, during 
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the year 1964-65. With proper inventory control alone the profit 
would have been two ~nd a half times of the present profit of these-
concerns. 

13. The Committee also note with concern that the value of 
inventories of 21 industrial running concerns in 1964-65 instead of 
decreasing had increased as compared to 1963-64, and was equivalent 
to 15 months value of production' as compared of 13 months during 
the previous year. Evidendy no concerted efforts have been made 
by the u.ndertakings towards materials management and the applica-
tion of various scientific techniques to control inventories. 

14. The Committee discussed during evidence whether the admin-
istrative Ministries exercised any control to ensure that the under-
takings were following the correct systems and procedures relating 
to materials management. The Secretary of the Ministry of Indus-
try stated that each undertaking was primarily responsible for mate-
rials management and it was expected to have an efficient organisa-
tion to deal in a business like way. It was the function of the Gene-
ral Manager and the Board of Directors to attend to the materials 
management work as a part of th'eir responsibilities. Government 
had not, therefore. issued detailed instructions to the undertakings 
in this regard. It was, however, added that recently Government 
had decided to appoint a high level Committee to study the systems 
of inventory management in selected undertakings, viz., Hindustan 
Steel Ltd., Fertilizer Corporation of India, Heavy Electricals Ltd. 
and National Coal Development Corporation. 

15. It has been stated earlier that materials costs usually consti-
tute about two-thirds of the total cost of production in an undertak-
ing. Economy in materials costs is, therefore, a vital factor for the 
'PTofit-earning capacity of an undertaking. The Committee regret to 
note that the administrative Ministries have not given e-nough care 
and attention to the materials management problems in the under-
takings under their control. From the experie-nce of working of 
several underta,kings, Government had the advantage of knOWing (IS 

to what basic principles of material control systems and techniques 
were suited to tke undertakings and to what extent there were defi-
ciencies in various undertakings, It was, therefore, expected of the 
administrative Ministries to issue suitable instruction.~ to provide 
guidelines to the undertakings for implementation. The Committee 
trust that in future the materials management systems in the public 
undertakings would receive due attention-of the Ministries and suit-
able instructions isstLed by them, wherever considered necessary. 
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Stores and Spares 

16. The inventories in an industrial concern consist of raw mate-
rials, components, stores & spares, work-in ... progress and finished 
,goods. It was noticed that the main ~ason for heavy inventories in 
public undertakings has been the large stock of stores and spares. 
In some of the u'ndertakings, the stock was of even more than three 
years consumption as shown in the following statement:-
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17. In ONGC it was noticed that there was gross over-provision-
ing of Imported stores. A few specific instances of excessive im-' 
ported stores lyi'ng at Sibsagar project are given below:-

Name of the Article 

Shoe 
Rubber Piston 185 mm. 

Quantity 
in stock 

No. of items 

8991 
436 

Spring for valve Disc. Dia ISO mm. 2018 
Bit Three Blade welded No. 16 

with 6· 5/8 Box 346 
Piston of 200 mm. 85 
Air Tube Clutch Assy. 700 mm. X 

200-W. 153 
Rotor & Starter Disc. 7285 
Filter plate 2626 
Thrust Bearing Ring 2468 

Consumptio 
during 
1964-65 

6 
1 

32 

8 
2 

4 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 

Svfficient 
on that 

basis for 

years 

1,498 
436 

63 

43 
42 

38 
Indefinitely 

Do. 
Do. 

--._- .. _.-._---- --

In the Report on the working of the Stores Organisation of Oil. 
" Natural Gas Commission (February, 1966) it was mentioned that 
many more instances of this type can easily be cited in respect of 
the same project, as also in respect of almost every other project. 
The overall position may indeed be worse in the case of many other 
projects. 

18, In explanation of the reasons for heavy stock of stores " spares 
it was stated by some undertakings (e.g. National Coal Develop-
ment Corporation, Air India) that due to lack of previous experience, 
the undertakings had to depend on the advice of the suppliers of the 
plant and machinery or the collaborators in determining as to the 
type and the quantity of spares to be stocked. It had been found 
that the quantum of spares recommended fof initial purchase along 
With the plant and machinery was very large (10 to 15 per cent of 
the total value of equLpment). These were found to be more' than 
generally required and there were large number of slow moving 
spares which were not required over long periods. In some ~ .. 
the items supplied were not found suitable under conditions prev'tlnt;:,;::· 
ing in the country. 
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19. The Committee are concerned over the heavy stock of stores 

-& spares in the public undertakings, which in some of the undertak-
ings, based on the present rate of consumption, would be sufficient 
for several years to come. It is unfortunate that the spares offered 
by the suppliers oj plant and machinery/collaiborators ·should have 
been accepted by the undertakings without any review of the actual 
need for them . 

. 20. The Committee also find that as stated in para 16 above, in 
many of the pufblic undertakings, the stock Of stores and spares as 
~pared to consumption during the year has increased in 1964-65 

-"Ver that in 1962-63. It is therefore evident that not only Was there 
heavy initial purchase of spares, but subsequently, the stores and 
spares ha1J~ hr>en purchased witlhout proper assessmen~oj require-I 
ments and/or with01.Lt taking into account the stores and spares al-
-ready in hand. 

21. The absence of proper control over the purchase of spares 
has resulted in heavy acrumulation of slow moving/non-moving! 
surplus stores in the public undertakings. Some of the instances 
are given below:-

--------_.--- .----.---.-------.---
Air India . Rs. 52' 71 lakhs. 

Stores & Spares not moved for more than 
three years as on 31-3-65. 

Fertilizers and Chemicals Tra- Rs. 16'64 lakhs stores not moved for three 
vancore Ltd. years. 

In1ian Airlines Corporation Rs. 62' 45 lakhs spares not moved for more 
than 3 years. 

Fertilizer Corporation ofIndia Rs. 92' 43 lakhs Surplus stores as on 31-3-65 
(Sindri Unit) 
(Nagai Unit) Rs. 6 38 laklts as on 31 -3-65 

Heavy Electricals Ltd. 

Hindustan Steel Ltd.,) 

Bhilai Steel Plant J . 
Rourkela Steel Plant 

National Coal Development 
Corporation Ltd. 

Rs. 30' 00 luhs surplus stores 

, Rs. 2SI lakhs surplus stores (imported items 
valued at Rs. 122 lakhs). 

Rs. 607 lalths stores not moved for over I 
yeoar ; (Materials worth Rs. 9'28 lakhs 
declared surplus) 

Rs. III '07lakhs stores not moved for 3 years 
in 13 unib. 

Oil & Natural Gas Commission Rs. 96' 45 lakhs stores not moved for two 
years. --_._----
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'22. It was also pointed out in the Audit Report (Commercial), 
1966 that in certain undertakings e.g. Hindustan Insecticides Ltd., 
liindustan Photo Films Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Hindustan Cables 
Ltd., Garden Reach -Workshop Ltd., National Instruments Ltd. etc. 
there was no regular system of determining periodically the sur-
'plus/unserviceable / obsolete stores and of their disposal without 
'undue delay. 

23. In the following undertakings there was no disposal of sur-
plus stores during the years 1962-63 to 1964-65:-

(1) Coal Washeries of Hindustan Steel Ltd. 

(2) Manganese Ore (India) Ltd. 

(3) Mazagon Dock Ltd. 

(4) National Projects Construction Corporation Ltd. 

24. From the f01'egoing paras it is evident that not Only were 
"'there excessive purchases of stores & spares but no seriouS' efforts 
were made to control the inventories throu.gh regular periodical re-
'view of items in stock to 10catie the non-moving/surplus stores and 
.to dispose of the unwanted stores without undue delay. . 

The Committee theref07'e desire that the public undertaking. 
·shou.td review the systems prevalent in their concerns about the 
planning and purchasing of stores and spares and also review the 
items in stock to ensure that the undertakings are not burdened with 
excessive stocks. Some of the techniques generally adopted for in-
vent07'y control are discussed in the subsequent chapters Of this Re-
port. 

Finished and Semi-finished goods 

25. The average wcrk-in-progress in the industrial running con-
'Cms at the close of the year 1964-65 was equivalent to about seven 
weeks cost of production as compared to six weeks in the previous 
year. The main increase was in Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd., where 
the value of work-in-progress rose from Rs. 11.44 crores in 1963-64 
to Rs. 15.73 crores in 1964-65. This was equivalent to 13.7 months 
cost of productidn as compared to the average of six weeks for all 
the industrial running concerns. The other undertakings in which 
'the work-in-JYrogress was wore than 3 months cost of production (as 
agains't the average of seven weeks) were Hindustan Shipyard Ltd. 
(19.2 months). Bharat Electronics Ltd., (6.5 months). Hinduptan 

2700 (Aii)LS-:2, 
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'Teleprinters Ltd. (6.5 months), Praga Tools Ltd. (3 months) I Gar-
den Reach Workshops (3.2 months). 

26. As regards finished goods, the average stock of finished: gooda 
in industrial running concerns was wIJrth five weeks sales in 1964-
65. In some of the undertakings, however, the stock of finished 
goods was worth even more than 3 months sales e.g. Hindustan Salts 
Ltd. (11.8 months). Bharat Electronics Ltd. (3.7 months), Hindustan 
Aeronautics Ltd., (3.5 months), and Heavy Electricals Ltd. (3.8 
months). 

27. During evidence, the Chairman, Hindustan Steel Ltd. stated 
that in some cases, the stock of finished goods was more because of 
changes in the demand for the products. As an instance he pointed 
out that although the Railway Board had asked Hindustan Steel 
Ltd. to increase the production of rails as they would reqUire 5 lakh 
tonnes of rails during the year 1966-67, the order was suddenly re-
duced to 3 lakhs tonnes. Similarly although the sleeper plant at 
Durgapur Steel Plant was installed to supply sleepers to the Rail-
ways, the Railway Board decided subsequently to go in for cement 
sleepers. It was also pointed out by the representative of Heavy 
Electricals Ltd. that i'ncertain cases, although the goods were' 
manufactured against orders, the customers (State Electricity Board) 
requested for postponement of deliveries for want of funds. 

28. In this connection it was noticed that in the past the contracts 
entered into by the Heavy Electricals Ltd. did not provide for the 
levy of storage charges etc. in the customers failing to accept goods 
according to the delivery schedules. In order to guard against the 
accumulation of finished goods, it is desirable that the public under-
takings should enter into firm contracts before taking up the produc-
tion of items as are specially manufactured for a particular customer. 
The agreements should also provide for the levy of storage charges 
etc. on the failure of the customers to Zift the goods according to the 
delh,ery schedules. 

29. The Committee also noted that some of the public undertak-
ings e.g. Garden Reach Workshops, Indian Telephone Industrie.'5 Ltd. 
etc. hat'e not fixed any limit for stocking oJ finished and semi-finish-
ed goods. In order to have a check on their stock, it is essential that 
suitable timits for finished and semi-finished goods should ,be laid 
down and the actuals compared periodically with the limits so fixed • 

Methods of inventory control • 
30. For proper inventory control it is essential to adopt the scien-

tific practices and techniques that have been developed in this regard_ 
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Some of the main techniques generally followed and the extent to 
which the public undertakings have adopted them are discussed 
below:-

Classification and Codification 

31. A proper and systematic classification and codiftcation is 
necessary as a basic measure for control of inventories. Classifica-
tion is the systematic arrangement of similar items into suitably 
selected categories. For want of proper classification and codifica-
tion, there are instances of identical items being stocked under varie-
ty of names and descriptions. Thus it was reported that in Oil and 
Natural Gas Commission even in the case of imported items, some-
times imported from the same country, identical items were found 
to have been named difl'eTently, creating considerable confusion in 
almost all the store establishments. Similarly in Fertilizer Corpo-
ration of India it was found by a team of two officials appointed to 
examine the inventory position that nomenclature of even similar 
items often varied depending upon description given by the supplier 
with his quotation. The result was that similar materials with minor 
differences in specifications or description were kept under different 
folios. 

Absence of proper classification and codification was also noticed 
in many other undertakings like Hindustan Antibiotics Ltd., Hindu-
stan Shipyard, etc. 

32. In the absence of proper classification and codification no 
check or control can be exercised over the existing stock and there 
can be instances of items of stores Ibeing purchased while similar 
items may be lying in stock bearing a different nomenclature. Tt 
is, therefore, necessary to clasSify properly all the items held in 
stock and al.'~o to standardize the-ir nomenclature. Each category 
should also be given a distinctive code nwnvber so as to fqcilitate rt 
quick and sure identification. If necessary, a separate cell may be 
created in the stores Department to undertake thi.s work. NecessaTY 
catalogues should also be prepared by this ceLl and made at'ailable 
to all concerned to acquaint them a·bout the item.o; of stores availahle 
in stock. This will enable the plants to utilise the existing stocks to 
the best advantage and to avoid unnecessa.ry purchases . 

• VarieJy reduction and Standardisation 

33. Another reason for large inventories in poolic undertakings 
was that the items of stores were of multituc:Uous variety. Thus in 



Oil &: Natural Gas Commiasion it was found that in the same pr0-
ject d.ifterent makes of machines were being used for identical pur-
poses. This was true not only of imported machinery and equi~ 
ment but also of indigenous makes. As an instance in the case of 
3 ton trucks-Bed fords, Fargos and TMBs were all in use simul-
taneously in most of the projects. The result was that each major 
project had to stock about 3000 to 4000 categories of spare parts per-
taining to motor vehicles alone. 

34. Similarly in Hindustan Insecticides it was noted that at the 
end of 1964-65 there were too many varieties for certain items of sto-
res e.g. valves-1OO varieties, Ball & Roller Bearings-64 varieties, 
MS Bolts and nuts-44 varieties, Drills H.S. (S.S. & T.S.)--36 varie-
ties, etc. 

35. In yet another undertaking namely Fertilizers & Chemicals 
Travancore Ltd., there were nearly 100 varieties of electric motors. 
There were too many varieties' of tools, oils, paints, enamelled cap-
per-wire electrodes, heat exchangers, pumps, oil seals, valves, ball-
bearings, various hardware items, printing and stationery items and 
so on. There were 26000 stock items. A finn of Consultants sug-
gested that by standardisation and variety reduction this number 
could be brought down to 16,000. 

36. The consequence of stteh large varieties of similar items of 
stores is that the undertakings have to stock adeqiLate quantities of 
all the spares pertaining to each type in use so 4.'1 to be able to keep 
aU the machines in working order, resulting in high inventories. 

37. Effective steps have been taken in other countries for cost 
reduction through redttetion in the number of stores items. The 
Committee understand that some of the leading firms in England 
redtteed their number of stores items by 16 per cent. to 70 per cent. 
or an average of 40 per cent which resulted in an average co.~ re-
dttetion of 80 per cent. An American firm reduced the number of its 
regular stores items by 55 per cent. It is therefore evident that there 
is great scope for cost redttetion in public undertakings in India 
through redttetion of varieties of stores. Standardisation of stora 
items is therefore an urgent necessity. This will help in reducing 
work load through bulk purchases of fewer items, in securing eco-
nomical prices, in minimising capital investment on a variety of 
8tocks, 8nd in reducing the materials cost. 

• 38. Machine tool manufacturers in U~R use about 40 per cent 
standardized components. Apart from standardization at the national 
level, there are special research institutes for standardization at the 
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plant level. This has helped machine building industry to effect sub-
sta'ntial reduction in variety of sizes with consequent economy and 
facility of mass production. 

39. The Committee find that alt1wugh the public undertakings are 
conscious of the need for standardisation and certain steps have ooen 
taken by SOme of them in this direction, there is stillt a great leeway 
to be made. The Committee therefore desire that the matter should 
be pursued vigorou.sly by the public undertakings in coordination 
with the Indian Standards Institution or other spscialised agencies. 
They would like to point out that the aim of standardization should 
be to have uniform standards for similar items, and the standards 
evolved should take cognizance of indigenou.s availab~lity of materials 
to the maximum extent possible. 

A. B. C. Analysis 

40. Besides proper classification and codification, the most popular 
method of inventory control is the method known as 'selective inven-
tory control'. This is based on an analysis of high value (A) medium 
value (B), a'nd low value (C) stores in terms of value of annual con-
sumption. 

41. A general characteristic of most inventories is that some items 
have higher usage value than others and a few items of high value 
account for the large percentage of value of annual consumption of 
materials. Thus in Hindustan Insecticides it was reported that 1 per 
cent of the total 'number of items accounted for 95 per cent of the 
total annual consumption of material worth Rs. 38·23 lakhs Similarly 
in Fertilizers and Chemicals Travancore Ltd. besides the five raw 
materials, only 6 per cent of the moving items or less than 3 per cent 
of the total number of items accou'nted for 85 per cent of the total 
values of annual consumption amounting to Rs. 87 ·12 lakhs. In Ferti-
lizer Corporation of India Ltd. also 8 per cent of the total items ac-
counted for 82 per cent of the total value of annual consumption. It 
is therefore evident that the inventory of such items of high value 
(A items) needs pin. point control.' • 

42. The Committee however find that i'n many of the public under-
takings e.g., on and Natural Gas Commission, Heavy Electricals Ltd, 
Bharat Electronics Ltd., Garden Reach Workshop, etc., such an analy-
sis of all the items in the stores has not been made. In the absence 
of such analysis all ite~s regardless of their consumption value and 
importance are subjected to the same degree of control. On the other 
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hand such an analysis helps to concentrate effort in areas which need 
it most. 

In respect of 'A' items careful attention can be paid to estimates 
of requirements, purchase scheduling, safety stocks and prompt re-
ceipt and inspection. Their deliveries ca'n be staggered and arranged 
on monthly, weekly or even daily basis according to the circumstances 
in each undertaking, which would help in keeping down the invest-
ment in i'nventories. Close watch can be maintained on their consump-
tion, stocks and progress of replenishment orders. On the other hand 
on the numerous but inexpensive 'C' items, control can be compara-
tively relaxed and liberal safety stocks kept. Thus with A. B. C. 
analysis, Vt is possible both to minimise the risk of stockouts a.nd to 
reduce investment in inventories. The Committee therefOTe deSire that 
such an analysis should be made urgently by all the public undertaJc.. 
ings. Further, determi1l4tion of the maximum and minimum stockl 
of lA' class items, theiR' replenishment intervals, the quantities per 
replenishment order and the frequency of the reviews should be the 
responsibility of the top management. 
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ORGANISATION 

43. The fundamental objective of materials management is to see 
'that the right quantity of material, of right quality, is bought at the 
right price, and at the right time. The organization for materials 
.management thus involves planning and programming for purchases, 
procurement, inspection, storage, handling of materials inside the 
works and effective control over the inventories, etc. 

44. The mJdcrn trend is to have an integrated Materials Manage-
ment Department performing all these functions rather than to have 
different departments, performing these various functions in isolation. 
It is, however, noted that there is no set pattern followed by the pub-
lic undertakings for materials management. Thus while in some of 
the undertakings there is an integrated organisatiO'n under a common 
'head to discharge various materials management functions, in others 
·there are two or three different departments under different heads to 
perform these functions. Some of the practices followed by the Public 
Undertakings are discussed below:-

;Separation of indenting and purchasing functions: 

45. It is noted that in Indian Telephone Industries Ltd. and Heavy 
'Electricals Ltd. the inde'nting and purchasing functions are perform-
.ed by the departments functioning under different heads. The pro-
,duction managers of the two main production units of Indian Tele-
phone Industries Ltd. are responsible for initiating action for the pro-
'curement of stores both foreign and indigenous and to raise purchase 
requisitions on the Purchase Department. Similarly in Heavy Elee-

'tricals Ltd., the factory Departments place indents on the Purchase 
,Departme'nt. Such separation of indenting and purchasing functions 
is not conducive to efficient materials management. The problem of 
providing materials to the users in the right quantity at the right time 

·and at the lowest over-all cost, taking into consideratioTt the buying 
cost and the inventory carrying cost, requires organisational coordi-
nation of indenting and purchasing Junction and it is theTefore desi-
rable to have-the indentinS/ and purch4si1l!l functions under a ct>m-
-mon head..", 

17 
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Different Departments fOT Stores 

46. In Heavy Electricals Ltd., there are several organisations for.' 
stores. Whereas the Central Stores, under the Manager Purchasing 
and Main Stores, stock materials common to more than one division,. 
there are Divisional Stores also under the Works Managers which 
stock materials pertaining t%r which are special to the products of 
the respective division. Besides difficulty of co,-ordination such a 
division of stores under the Works Managers instead of having them 
under the control of Central Stores OrganUation results in loading-
the production departments with avoidable work. If relieved of the 
inventory responsibility the line managers can devote mOTe titme to-
their primary duty of production. 

Similarly in Oil & Natural Gas CommiS'Sion it was noticed that 
there were several proj'ect store establishments with no organ is a-
toin to co-ordinate and control their holdings. Each store which 
functioned as a self-contained unit tended to be self-sufficient in the-
matter of all its requirements although some of its requirements 
could be met by stores lying surplus in the neighbouring project 
stores. Thi'S resulted in locking up of considerable amount of capital 
in surplus stores. , . 

Separation of Purchase and Stores Departments 
47. In some of the undertakings e.g. Hindustan Antibiotics Ltd. 

and Hindustan Machine Tools Ltd., there is no common Head of 
Department for Stores and Purchase D~rtments. In Hindustan 
Antibiotics Ltd., these two departments function independently under 
the ~anaging Director. In Hindustan Machine Tools Ltd. the Stores 
Department and the Materials Pla~ing are under the Deputy Gene-
ral Manager but the Purchase D~ment is directly under the 
General, Manager. Such separation of Stores and Purchase function-
ing under two different self contained D~rtme_ meeting at the 
level of .General Manager/ManGging Director is n.ot conducive to 
efficient materials management function. 

4~. There ,are difff!rent types of orga,ni8atiQnal setups in the 
public un'dertakings for materials' 1nanagement. While it is difficult 
fOT the Committee to suggest any ideal organisational pattern which 
would suit all the public uMertakings, the Committee are in favour 
of the undertakings having an integrated OTganisation for all mate-
rials management functions. Although such en OT~ni4~tion may 
have different units/departments, it shoultZ be under ~verlln c;ontrol 
of a pereon who should be of suDiciently high status 03 the Finance' 
01' the Pf9ductioB Departments head. The Committee therefore-" . ----
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tI.sire that \ the present organisatioMt set up for materials manage-· 
ment in different public undertakings should be reviewed to eX4'mine' 
as to what extent these require modifications to suit the require-
ments of each undertaking and to ensure effective control. 

Central Purchase Orgahisation 
49. At present quite a few undertakings are multi-unit organi-

sations. Some of them are:-
(1) Indian Oil Corporation (Refineries at Gauhati, Barauni 

and Koyali) 
(2) Indian Drugs and Pharmaceuticals Ltd. (Units at Rishi-

kesh, Hyderabad a'nd Madras) 
(3) Fertiliser Corporation of India (Units at Sindri, Nangal, 

Trombay, Gorakhpur, Namrup and Durgapur) 

(4) Hindustan Machine Tools Ltd. (Units at Bangalore, 
Pinjore, Kalamassery and Hyderabad) 

(5) Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd. (Units at Tiruchirapalli, 
Hyderabad and Hardwar) 

"'~ (6) Hindustan Steel Ltd. (Units at Bhilai, Rourala and 
Durgapur). 

The Heavy Engineering Corporation has three separate units all 
located at Ranchi. The Oil and Natural Gas COmmission has several 
projeCts located at different places in the country. 

50. Generally, the aforesaid undertakings have separate purchase 
organisations for their different units, but for certain items, purchases 
are maQ,e centrally. Thus in Indian Oil Corporation cement and 
steel are purchased by Calcutta Oftlce of the Corporation both 
for the Gaubati and Barauni Refineries. In . Indian Drugs and 
Pharmaceuticals Ltd., each project makes its purchases, except in 
cases where " it appears 'that there would- bedetlnite advantage in .. 

,; ..... bulking of requirements by the Central Office. In Fertiliser Corpora-
tion of India, purchase of steel and cement is made centrally by 
Central Purchase Oftice, Calcutta and other items are procured by the 
units direct. In Hindustan Machine Tools Ltd. some of the import-
ed items arc bulked anq, purchased by •. of the units, qtgerwise 
each unit buys its own materials. In Oil 'and Natural (ks. "IJmmis-
sion, the Central Purchase Organisati0,i.£1,lrchases it.,ns 'requIred 
in bulk (mUd chemicals, oil and lubri<l\lilllK' etc.), certa! ... imported' 
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. items and other items of common use. In Hindustan Steel Ltd., 
. however, each plant makes its own purchases. 

51. The Committee discussed during evidence the relative advan-
tages of having a central purchase organisation in each undertaki'ng. 
It was felt by the representative of Fertiliser Corporation of India 
Ltd. that in their case it would not be advantageous to have a central 
purchase organisation as the raw materials reqUired for the various 
units were different. Further, because of large requireme'nts, these 
raw materials were already being purchased in bulk. It was also 
t:~ded that central purchases might result in delays aDd the unit 
concerned ~ght suffer in production as the sense of ur~y for a 
raw material' was much more in the unit itself than in a centralised 
organisation, forwhich an item was one of the many items they had 
to purchase. 

52. As for the Hindustan Steel Ltd., which also had different 
purchase organisations for each steel plant,"the Chaimuin, Hindustan 
Steel Ltd. stated that the purchases were decentralised in September, 
1963 on a directive frpm Government. But it was found that this 
resulted in certain additional avoidable expenditure. It was found 
during one year of its operation that the price of ~terials purchased 
by one of the steel plants for certain items was more than that paid 
by the other two steel plants. It was, therefore, decided to have 
some degree of centralisation. Hence, although the purchases are 
still made at the plant level, the three Controllers of Stores and Pur-
chases meet frequently to make sure that the price levels are kept 
at the same level and joint arrangement is also made for proper distri-
. butil1n among all the plants of any raw material found in short supply 
at any time. 

53. The Chairman, Heavy Engineering Corporation Ltd. also 
infonned the Committee that complete decentralisation of all the 
purchases was found to be uneconomical and it was noticed that the 
three plants of Heavy Engineering Corporation Ltd. were paying 
different prices for the same items and there was no co-ordination. 
It was therefore decided to have some degree of centralisation for 
items of common use and the Controller of Purchases was asked to 
fix the suppliers, the rates etc. for such items. 

54. The location of various units of an undertaking at different 
p!aces in the cO'Untry creates specia! problems of pI.annipg, program-
ming and prOVisioning of materials. It is, therefore, essential ~hat a 
gene-ral' pattern of organisatiQn applicable to the vario'US multi-unit 
organisati01l.l should be I.MJwd. The Committee feel that if the 

I "itip~t .. :,.:~··, ',', 
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purchases are decentmlised wholly or substantially there are danger. 
·-of high overall purchasing costs, coupled with dangers &f unhealthy 
buyitng cOmpetition among the units of the same undertaking. The 
Committee are of the view that there should be Central Control and! 
(Yt' co-ordination among all the units of an undertaking wit" regard 
to (i) items of com11ton use and (ii) items which are imported. In 
all these cases even if it ~s not considered feasible to have complete 
centralisation of all purchases, there should be substantial :~ee of 
central control in the matter of fixing suppliers~ the p~ces, the 
methods of purChases, etc. Once these are fixed, each unit could 
negotiate with the suppliers about the quantities to be purchased, 
delivery time etc. according to the individual requiremenits. 

Organisationat set up for inspection of incoming materi418 
55. The Committee noticed that there was no uniformity in the 

practice followed by the public undertakings regarding the organi-
sational set up for inspection of incoming materials. Thus, in Ferti-
lisers and Chemicals Travancore Ltd. the inspectors report to the 
Stores Superintendent. Similarly in Garden Reach Workshop 
inspection is done by staff deputed to the Stores Department. In 
some other undertakings the inspection of stores is done by the con-
suming departments themselves e.g., in Fertiliser Corporation of 
India Ltd., Hindustan I'o!ecticides Ltd., Indian Oil Corporation Ltd., 
Indian Rare earths Ltd., Mazagon Dock Ltd. etc. . / . 

Even out of the undertakings where a separate InspectiOft~part
ment has been created, in some of these it is under the overall con-
trol of the tAntrcller of Stores & Purchases (e.g .. in Bhilai, Durgapur 
and Rourkela Steel Plants, Neyveli Lignite Corporation, etc.) where-
as in others (e.g. Heavy Electricals Ltd., Heavy Engineering Corpora-
tion Ltd., Indian Telephone Industries Ltd., Hindustan Shipyard, 
Mining & Allied Machinery Corporation Ltd. etc) it is independent of 
Stores & Purchase Department. 

56. The Committee were infonned by Hindustan Steel Ltd. that 
for large undertakings there ought to be a separate Inspection De-
parttpent for inspection of incoming materials. However, where 
range of materials is large it is not practicable to employ specialists 
to cover all materials, and the help of the indenting departments and 
their specialists is necessary in such cases. Another important 
reason why inspection by the indenting department is sometimes 
unavoidable is that indigenous suppliers can very rarely suppJy items 
exactly to the specifications Qf the original imported items in ,~. 
Judgment'is therefore involved in regard to the use of the substitUtes 
and the indentor is in the best position to do so. 
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57. As regards the overall control over the Inspection Department-
opinion was divided as to whether it should be under the control ()f 
the Materials Management Department or independent of it. Some-
of the undertakings like Indian Telephone Industries Ltd., Heavy 
Engineering Corporation Ltd., Heavy Electricals Ltd., Oil & Natural 
Gas Commission favoured an independent Inspection Department, 
while National Coal Development Corporation felt that the inspec-
tion cell should be attached to the Materials Management Depart-
ment. 

58. The Committee feel that the organisational set up for inspec-
tion in the public undertakings requires to be reviewed with the 
object of evolving a uniform pattern which wilt be best suited to the 
requirements of these undertakings. In the opinion of the Onnmit-
tee the inspection should be c~ied out by a separate wing which 
shou.ld be under the overall control of the Materials Management 
Department. The responsibility of providing materials in right 
quantity, of right quality and at Tight time is that of the Materials 
Management Department and to achieve this objective it is necessary 
that the inspection wing should be under this integrated organisa-
tion. The Inspection wing could of cOUlTse take the assistance 0/, 
technical persolLnel in the users/production department for inspec--
tion whenever necessary before materials are accepted. 



IV 

TRAINING 

59. Materials management has reached a stage where it is not a 
:matter of intelligence a;lone; it must also be aided by scientific techni-
ques. It is therefore necessary to evolve a system of training men 
who are concerned with materials planning, purchasing and stores 

· control. Sufficient' care needs to be taken in the selection and train-
ing of these personnel for on their perfonnance depends the effi-
dency of the materials management department and the efficacy of 
, control. 

60. It was however noted that barring a few undertakings like 
Hindustan Steel Ltd., Heavy Engineering Corporation Ltd., National 

· Coal Development Corporation, Oil & Natural Gas Commission etc. 
there were no proper arrangements in the public undertaldngs for 
the training of the persons discharging materials management func-
tions. It was pointed out by some of the undertakings that the per-
sons received on-the-job training while discharging their functions. 
Some of the undertakings had ~lso sent their officers for short dura-
tion training courses or to attend seminars on materials management 
arranged by some institutes, such as National Productivity Council, 
Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta and Ahmedabad, Adminis-
trative Staff College, Hyderabad and National Institute of Technical 

· and Industrial Education, Bombay. 

61. The Committee however feel that such ad hoc short courses or 
,on-the-job training alone cannot serve the ptLrpose and there is need 
faT sustained training in materials management. The Committee, 

-therefore, con~der that the existing training facilities in the public 
'undertakings need to be strengthened . 

• 
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Pl<OGRAMMING AND PROVISIONING 

62. The primary objectives of inventory management are:-

(i) To minimise idle-time by shortages of raw materials; stores. 
or spare parts, etc. 

(ii) To keep down capital investment in inventories, inventory 
carrying charges and obsolescence and other losses. 

The two objectives are in confiict and efficiency of inventory man-· 
agement lies in balancing one against the other with a view to arriv-
ing at the optimum overall result. 

63. Thus planning and programming of materials is the primary 
and by far the most important part of materials management work. 
Absence of planning and programming, or if the planning and pro-
gramming is too rigid or too slack, it can result in buying too much 
or too little. It also results in numerous petty and rush purchases. 
which tend to inflate the prices, involve extra transportation cost and 
increased .work all round. Surpluses and shortages may go hand in· 
hand in an enterprise in which inventory management is not satis-
factory. 

64. The Committee noticed that in several undertakings there was 
high percentage of orders for small value and/or local emergency 
purchases. Thus in Heavy Electricals Ltd., 80 per cent of'the orders 
placed in 1963-64 were for Rs. 5000 or less with over 50 per cent for 
less than Rs. 1000. In terms of value, these 80 per cent of the orders 
accounted for less than 10 per cent of the total value of orders placed 
in 1963-64. Similarly in Hindustan Insecticides Ltd., it was reported 
that purchases valued at under Rs. 500/- accounted for 76 per cent of 
purchase orders in 1964-65. Yet in another undertaking viz. Ferti-
lisers & Chemicals Travancore Ltd. out of 3995 purchase orders in 
1963-64, 45 per cent were issued for petty purchases. A very large 
number of the orders were rush purchases. 

65. Such a large percentage of O(rders for small values in sOme of 
th.e public undertakings indicates that theTe was no ~ planning·· 
and programming for materials. It tOOl admitted during eVidence· 
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that a large number of cmiers of small value·wCII not good. and thfl 
system of pZanning snould be such that normally no occasion arises 
fOO" an emergency purchase except in unforeseen circumstances. The 
Committee therefore desire that the undertakings should review the 
system of planning and programming to ensure proper inventory 
management. A periodicaZ report about TUSh purchases should also 
be sent to the head of the undertaking. 

66. The Committee would also like to point out that fqr proper 
materials planning it is vitally important that there should be close 
liaison between the Production Department and the Materials Man.-
agement Department. For principal materials, it is necessary that 
the Materials Management Department is given a reasonably accurate 
forecast of both the short term and long term production program-
mes. Based on the production schedules, the Materials Manage-
ment Department could prepare details of their immediate and tOT-
ward requirements in relation to stock in hand and ordered and 
other relevant factors to determine further orders to be placed and 
the delivery schedules for the materials. 

It is also essential that the Materials Management Department is 
kept informed of any changes in sales/production schedules which 
may be necessitated from time to time. Similairly the Materials Man-
agement Department should keep Production/Sales Departments 
advised of any difficulty arising in the flow of materials. 

Replenishment System-Stock Items 
67. In regard to items of regular use (usually referred to as stock 

items or repetitive stores) it is desirable to have a system of autu.-
matic replenishment based on re-order levels. In the absence of such 
a system supplies are arranged on the basis of indents from consum-
ing Departments. This procedure leads to excessive .vtock for the 
following reasons:-

(i) Since replenisAments are arranged only on the basis of in-
dents from consuming Departments it becomes the r~
ponsibility of these Departments to submit timely indents 
with a view to maintaining a continuous flow of materials 
required by them. Accordingly, each consuming Depart-
ment is obliged to keep track of supplies of materials it 
uses. Since they are not in a position to keep an up-to-
date record of supplies, it does happen sometimes that they 
are)ate in submitting fresh indents and thus face stock-
outs. Stockout&: whether actually faced or apprehended, 
cause a scare and the scare results in unnecessary and ex-
travagant indenting. 
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(li) Every indentor is treated separately so that suppliea of an 

item obtained against his indent (8) . are as a rule reserved 
for him and fresh supplies are arranged for another in-
dentor requiring the same item. Consequently a surplus 
created by an indentor persists even though other inden-
tors may be in need for the same item. 

(iii) Since an indentor can normally draw supplies only against 
his own indents, he has to maintain his own safety stock. 
With each indentor maintaining his own safety stock, the 
cumulative surplus rises high. 

68. It is therefore essential that the items of regular use should 
~ have a system of automatic replenishment based on minimum, m.a.ri-
mum and re-order levels·. The Committee noticed that many of the 
public undertakings (e,Q. National Mineral Development Corpora-
tion, National Newsprint & Paper Mills Ltd., Hindustan Salts Ltd., 

"etc.) were not following this procedure and had not fixed these 
limits. In some other undertakings where these limits have been 
fixed, this has not been done in a systematic manner. Thus in the 
Report of the special officer (Feb . .1966) appointed to study the in-
ventory position in Oil & Natural Gas Commission, it was pointed out 
that maximum and minimum limits for all items which are stocked 
for recurring use were directed to be fixed over five years ago. An 

. attempt was however, made only a few months ago to implement 
these instructions and in consequence some items of recurring us~ 
available indigenously have been aUoted maximum and minimum 
limits as well as re-ordering levels in some of the project stores. But 
lleither all the items of recurring use nor all the stores holding them 
have yet been covered. Even that which has been accomplished 
seems to have been done in a great hurry. The requisite limits and 
the levels have thus been determined simply on the bas;s of previous 
years consumption or at the instance of the users themselves, and 
not as a result of any systematic examination of each proposition by 
a Committee of local officers as was originally contemplated and is 

. really necessary to meet the requirements of the situation . 
------ ---.-.-~-.---- .. _--------------

·Minimum level: The Minimum level is the level belOW which avail-
. able supplies should never drop so as to take care of unforeseen cireumst-
·anees. 

Re-()rder level: It is the level at which a replenishment order should 
be issued to ensure that fresh supplies will arrive sufftciently in time to keep 
the item from running out of stock. 

Maximum level: When the system is workinc properly the maximum 
level is the sum of the minimum level and the quantity ordered. 
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69. Similarly in Fertiliser Corporation of India, it was reported in 
1964 that provisioning levels were not fixed properly as they bore no 
relation to the past consumption figures. Further, the levels were not 
watched regularly and indents were raised after the stocks had gone 
below the minimum, or in most cases, long after the stocks hnd be-
come nil. On the other hand, in respect of several items, there had 
been progressive additions to stock year after year and surpluses had 
accumulated over a period of time. 

70. In Hindustan Aeronautics, it was noticed that provisioning 
action was taken on the basis of re-order levels which had been fixed 
years ago. 

71. The Committee view with concern. the absence in certain 
public undertakings of provision .for proper inventory levels 30 
essential for inventory control. They consider that it is necessary 
not only tb fix these limits but also to review them periodically be-
cause the 48sumptions on which these are based e.g. P:roC'UTement 
time and the rate of cons'l.l:mption are subject to frequent changes. 

N on-stock items 

72. In some of the Undertakings there are certain items which are 
not required regularly and therefore such items are not amendable 
to recoupment on "reorder level" basis. For such items, usually call-
ed the non-stock items, the quantities required by the indentor are 
sanctioned by the authorities after scrutiny and the indents are then 
sent to Purchase Department for procurement. 

73. It was noticed that in some undertakings the non-stock items 
had not been classified properly. Thus in Garden Reach Workshop, 
the number of stock items was 3'000 and the number of non-stock pur-
chases made during a year was 8600. No attempt had been made to 
locate the repetitive purchases of several non-stock items. 

74. Purchase of items categorised as non-stock but which are pro-
cured frequently cause, delays in pUrchases and results in rush buy-
ing besides adding to the buying cost. There shoula; therefore be a 
periodic review say once in six months of all non-stock purchases and 
such of the non-stock items as 'are of a repetitive nature s1wu'td be 
converted into stock items. 

Economic Orde~ Quantity 

75. Besides fixing the minimum, maximum and reordering levels, 
it is equally important to determine the quantities in which inventory 

2700 (Aii) LS-3 
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items should be ordered for procurement or manufacture each time 
an order is placed. The primary objective of inventory management 
is to minimise idle time by shortages of raw materials, stores or 
spares etc. and at the same time to keep down the ordering cost· and 
inventory carrying cost". Therefore, the quantity to be purchaseQ 
has to be determined not only taking into consideration the lead time 
and the rate of consumption but also the ordering cost and the in-
ventory carrying cost. The inventory carrying cost and ordering cost 
are opposed to each other. 1f purchases are made less frequently 
and therefore in large quantities, inventory carrying costs are large 
but ordering costs are smStli. If on the other hand purchases are 
made very frequently and therefore in small quantities inventory 
carrying costs go down but at the same time ordering costs rise high. 
To be able to find the economic order quantity it is necessary there-
fore to balance these two opposing costs and to find the lowest overall 
cost. 

76. The Committee noticed that there was hardly any undertaking 
which worked out the buying cost per order or the inventory carry-
ing cost on a Sllstematic basis, with the 'result th.at economic order 
quantities for the various items to be stocked have not been fixed on 
the basis of these costs. The Committee feet that the present prac-
tice of determining order quantities on the basis of consumption and 
lead time only should be reviewed and buying and carrying coRts ot 
inventories s1wuld also be taken . into consideration. Besides. the 
economic order quantities so ji.l:ed should be reViewed periodic4Uy in 
the light of any changes in the buying cost or invent~1J CIJ'M'Ying 
cost. 

·OrderinJ{ cost (sometimes ref~rred to as buyinJt cost, purchase l'ost. 
or procurement cost) is represented by cost of proce3Sini a purchase 
order. ~Tansportation cost • .inspection 'etc. 

··Inventory carrying cost generally inr.'lud:!S interest OIl investment 
in inventory. handling and distribution cost. storage cnst. 
obsolescence and deterioration cost. insurance etc. 



VI 

PURCHASES 

77. The Purchase Department carries out one of the important 
functions in an undertaking. It is responsible for the most effective 
and 'economic purchases of the right type of materials at the right 
time and in right quantities and to suggest better specifications and 
alternative material substitutes to avoid or to minimise imports. 

Methods of Purchases 

78. The mode of purchase for any material depends on the volume 
of purchases, sources of supply, etc. The common methods adopted 
for making purchases are through open tenders, limited tenders, rate 
contracts, rept'at orders etc. A statement showing the analysis of 
purchases made by some of the public undertakings in 1964-65 is 
given in Appendix I. 

79. It will be seen therefrom that limited tenders have come to 
play an important role in purchasing as majority of the purchases 
are made through limited tenders. There are reasons why it is so. 
The purchases through open tenders involve cost of advertising for 
inviting quotation. Further, the open tenders involve the formality 
of publishing them and allowing 4-6 weeks for quotations (against 
2-3 weeks in limited tenders) as also the work! of preparing a com-
parative statement of all tenders and sifting reliable suppliers from 
irresponsible tenderers who put in spuriously low quotations. All 
this takes a long time in placing purchase orders. Thus, the public 
undertakings find it convenient to purchase through the medium of 
short-dated limited tenders which cut down cost of purchases as also 
the time taken in procurement. 

80. However JOT purchases through limited tenders lists of ap-
proved suppliers are a sine qua non. In many of the Public under-
takings there is no system of registering supplier.r/contractors for 
all the items of stores and maintaining an up-ta-Gte list of suppliers, 
The Committee9 desire that ~ch u~to-date 1m fOf' every store item 
should be maintained by all the public undertakings. 

29 
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81. It is also necessary to fix the number of supptiers to whom the 

Limited Tender Inquiries will be sent based on the value of the pur-
chase order. In case the number of rupplurs invited to tender or 
the valid quotations' received is less than th~ number fixed, the pur-
chasing officer should obtain the approval of the next higher autho-
rity before OTderi~ purchase. 

Rate Co1ttracts 

82. Besides purchases through open and limited tenders, certain 
orders are placed by the public und'ertakings on the suppliers with 
whom the DGS & D has entered into rate contracts. Many' of the 
public undertakings have been declared direct demanding officers for 
such contracts i.e. they could! place order direct with the suppliers 
instead of routing them through the DGS&D. It was however, point-
ed out by several undertakings e.g. Hindustan Machine Tools Ltd., 
Indian Telephone Industries Ltd., Durgapur ' Steel Plant etc. that 
some times there had been delay in receipt of materials for which 
orders were placed under the rate contracts. There is no stipulation 
regarding delivery in the DGS&D rate contracts. It is a matter to 
be agreed between the suppliers and the buyer. The suppliers under 
the DGS&D rate contracts do not keep up promised. delivery sche-
dules. Most of the suppliers prefer to get orders outside the rate con-
tracts and give preference to their execution as such rates are more 
favourable. Further, DGS&D rate contract implies DGS&D inspec-
tion and payment. Since this is a lengthy process, suppliers prefer 
to deal directly and outside the rate contracts. 

83. The Committee feel that the maUer calls for seriow aUentwn 
by the DGS&D. They would suggest that aU cases where thne had 
been serious delays in receipt ,of materials wndeor the DGS4rDrate 
contracts, should be reported by the public underta.kin.gs to the 
DGS&D and such Ca3es should be investigated by tile DGS&D to fi.1td 
out the circumstance. fo'r deluys in de.,,,,, or for chaTging the 
higher rates. The threat of tetrmination CYf rate ccmtracts with the 
defaulting parties and/or entering into parallel rate contracts with 
other parties could help in improvin.g the porition in such cues. 

Uneven purchlues 
e 

84. Another feature noticed was that tliere was no proper phasing 
of purchases and in some of the undertakings large purchases were 
made during the closing months of the year as compared to the earlier 
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months as shown below:-

Name of the Undertaking 

Bharat Electronics Ltd. 

Fertiliser Corporation of India (Sindri Unit) 

(Nangal Unit) 

Heavy Electrical Ltd. 

Heavy Engineering Corporation Ltd., (Central 
Stores) , , , , , , 

Hindustan Machine Tools Ltd.-

I & II 

III 

IV 
Indian Rare Earths Ltd., (Alwaye Unit) 

National Buildings Construction Corporation Ltd, 

National InstrumentS Ltd. 

National Mineral Development Corporation Ltd, 

Av=,age Average 
monthly pur- monthly pur-

chaaes for chases for 
the p=-iod the p=-i od 

April- January-
December, March, 

1964 1965 

(Rs. in lakhs) 

32'27 98'36 

57'48 82'34 

19'91 23'85 

25'95 26'95 

19'49 30 '49 

29'80 36'92 

7'20 12'50 

J '99 J2'59 

2'74 S' 10 

10'96 24'67 

1'32 2'69 

13'36 27'09 
----

85, During evidence the Committee were informed that iOIll'le-
times the purchases appear to be high in the month of March, be-
caUSe of large payments made in that month to clear the accounts, 
It was howevef" admitted that it was a bad practX:e to make large 
purchases during the last 2-3 months simply because there were 
some savings which could be utilised . 

• 
86, F07' the maooth w3rking oj the PuTchG.Be DepaTtmen.t it " 

neeeuGry that the 1DO'I'k load is euemJ/ dUtTibuted th~ghout the 
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year, instead of the purchases being rnshed during the closittg 
montlu of the year. 

Lead time in purchases 

87. An important factor affecting the inventories in an under-
taking is the lead time in purchases. By lead time is meant the 
time taken for replenishment from the time a requisition is sub-
mitted to stores or purchase department to the time the material 
is received at the stores or using point. 

88. Lead time has two components (i) administrative lead time 
from initiation of procurement action until the placing of an order 
and (ii) delivery lead time i.e. from the placing of an order until the 
delivery of the ordered material. For various reasons the lead time 
in public undertakings was considerably long. The excessive time 
was consumed by the administrative lead time. The administrative 
lead time in some of the undertakings was as follows: 

Hindustan Machine Tools Ltd. 

Fertiliser Corporation of India Ltd. 

Heavy Electricals Ltd. 

Heavy Engineering Corporation Ltd. 

Indian Telephone } . 
Industries Ltd. 

Oil & Natural Gas Commission 

Z ational Coal Development Corporation Ltd. 

3-7 weeks 

g·-II weeks 

16-:10 weeks 

5-11 weeks 

8 weeks 

5-11 weeks 

12-16 weeks 

89. In this connection the Committee were informed that in Tata 
Iron & Stl~l Company the average time taken in releasing the pur-
chase ord,~r was only 35 days in 1963-64. 

90. The Committee need hardly point out the adverse effects of 
delay in pl·ocurement. Several instances have come to the notice of 
the Committee where the public undertakings suffered losses due to 
delay in placing the orders (Appendix II). Further, longer the lead 
time, the higher is the inventory. It was admitted during evidence 
that there was scope for reducing the lead time in public undertak-
ings. The Committee would in this connection suggest the toUowit19 

• 
I 

(i) At present many of the public undert4king. have not fixed 
any time limit for each atage of purchase e.g. for receIPt oj 



indent and issue of enquiry, receipt and consideration OJ 
quotations, issue of purchase orders etc. Fixation Of S'UCh. a 
time limit will act as a check On the performance oj the 
Purchase Department. The time taken to relflase the pur-
chase orders during a particular period and the pending 
indents shouB also be reviewed periodically with a view 
to examine the reasons fOlT the delay in placing orders ana 
to take remedial measures. 

(ii) In some of the undertakings (e.g. Hindustan Antibiotics 
Ltd., Hindustan Cables Ltd., Hindustan Insecticides Ltd., 
Hindustan Teleprinters Ltd. etc.) there is no proper delega-
tion of powers for purchases and the limits up to which 
various officers couLd place the purchase orders had not 
been laid down. It isJ necessary to lay dOwn such Limits 
to reduce the administrative lead time. 

(iii) Some of the public undertakings have appointed Stores 
Purchase Committee for scrutinising purchase proposa/.s 
above a certain prescribed monetary limit. The common 
practice is to have representatives Of concerned depart-
ments such as Finance, Production and Purchase Depart-
ments in such Committees. Appointment of such Commtt-
tees obviates avoidable delay in inter· departmental not-
ings and correspondence, gives the 0PPD1·tunity to the con· 
cerned departments to exchange views and helps in taking 
quick decisions. This system could be adopted by the 
undertakings who do not have such Committees. 

Rejerences to Finance 

91. According to the present practice, there is no set pattern In 
the public undertakings about reference to Finance before placing 
purchase orders. In several undertakings financial concurrence is 
obtained in all cases before placing purchase orders. In some others, 
reference to Finance is made only if the value of purchases exceeds 
certain prescribed limit. In a few undertakings, Tender or Purchase 
Committees are constituted for scrutinising purchase orders, exceed-
ing prescribed limits. 

92. It was noticed that in Heavy Engineering Corporation refer-
ence to Finance or consultation with Finance was made at the follow-
ing stages:- • 

(i) At indent stage tb ensure availability of funds. 
(U) At enquiry stage in respect of limited tenders of value over 

Rs. 25,000. 
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(iii) Sealed tenders are opened in the presence of the Finance 
Officer. 

(iv) Checking of the comparative statement of .quotations pr~
pared by the Purchase Department. 

(v) Concurrence by Finance for the placement of the pur-
chase order. 

(vi) Vetting of the final supply order of the value of Rs. 1 lakh 
and above. 

93. Similarly instances of several references to Finance before! 
placing purchase orders were noticed in some other Undertakings 
also. " 

94. During the evidence it was agreed by the representative of 
Heavy En«ineering Corporation that reference to Finance at all these 
stages was not necessary and certain changes had been made by 
them to reduce the number of references to Finance at two stages 
only. 

95. The Committee feel that large number of reje-rences to 
Finance tend to add to delay in placing pufcluue orders. Reduction 
in the number of such references without impairing financila.l control 
win directl.y result in reduction of work in both the purchase and 
finance branches, simplification of the procurement procedure, short-
ening of the administrati1>e lead. time and diminution in the number 
of stockouts and emergency purchases. 

What is needed jar WO'Per budgetary control is to sanction the 
overall budget lend also to divide it as far as possible shop tvise or 
product-'lDiBe. The Purchase Department should then be empowered 
to place purchase or~s within the sanctioned budget according to 
the limits and conditions laid down. The present practice of obtain-
ing financial concurrence for each orde1- irrespective of tM oolue of 
the order and notwithstmu:ling the accepUlRce of the lowest tender 
is unnecessary and time cOn8Uming. 

96. The Committee however do not underestimate the need for 
proper fina:ncial control Ot>er the Purchase Department. It m4y be 
neces.ary to fi,% certain financial timits over which it m4y be desir-
able to refer the case to Finance before placing the purchase orde,r. 
The other cases where it might be nece.sary to refer the case to 
Finance m4y be as follows:-

(i) Where the ri-ng prices are quoted by the ieftodere-rs or the 
lawen 06f!1T' is higher than the wt purchase price by a cer-
tain limit .ay 5 per cent. 
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(ii) Where the difference between the accepted and the lowest 
tender is more than fixed limit Bay 5 per ,cent sub;ect to 
an overall limit. 

Further in order to ensure that correct and proper procedures 
are followed by Purc1uue Department, there can be a targeT per-
centage of post-audit. This would act las a check on the Purchase 
Department without impairing its efficiency in placing purchase 
orders. 

97. The Committee therefore desire that the procedures obtaining 
at present in valrious public undertakings Mould be reviewed and 
suitably modified to avoid unnecessary consultationt, r~rnces and 
cross references to Finance which, while not contribUting anything 
to purchase efficiency, merely add to the dehy. 

98. Even in cases where references are made to Finance it was 
. revealed that sometimes delay is caused becausetof !back references 

by Finance on account of furnishing of incomplete information by 
the Purchase Depar.tment. Thus case studies carried out in Durga-
pur Steel Plant revealed that several references from Finance were 
made to Purchase Branch on the following grounds:-

1. Reasonableness of rate not certified. 
2. Sanction of competent purchasing authority not obtained 

before making reference to Finance. 
3. Certificate of non-availability of item on Rate Contract not 

furnished. 
4. Reasons for passing over the lowest tender not furnished. 
5. Comparable cost data not prepared. 

99. To obviate such delays proper forTIUI should be deviBe:l by 
each undertaking containing details of information generally re-
qu.ired 'by FiMnce so thht purchase proposals sent to Finance are 
complete in all respects and tilme is not l.o,tin avoidable cross 
reference between the Purchase and FiMance Departments. 

Imports 

100. It was noticed that in the case of imported items the lead 
time was considerably more than in the case of indigenous materials. 
Apart from the fact that consignments have to be shipped from 
abroad, o'Dl1 of the mabl reasons for the delay was stated to be the 
long time taken in the release of foreign exchange. It was pointed 
out by several undertakings that the prooedure for the release of 
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foreign exchange was very cumbersome and time consuming. The 
time taken in getting clearance from the Directorate General of 
Technical Development and in the issue of licence by the Chief 
Controller of Imports & Exports also was very long. 

101. Durlng evidence the Committee were informed that the pro-
cedure for the import of stores and spares by the public undertak-
ings had been changed. Hitherto the procedure was that the public 
undertakings used to apply to the Administrative Ministry for the 
release of foreign exchange in each case. The A~ministrative 
Ministry in turn had to seek the approval of the Department of Eco-
nomic Affairs for the release of the speCified amount of foreign ex-
change. This procedure had been changed and the public under-
takings were no.w treated in the same way as the private sector 
undertakings i.e., they could indent direct to the Chief Controller 
of Imports & Exports after getting clearance from the Director 
General of Tech;nical Development. The revised procedure would, 
it is antidpated. avoid a lot of delay which otherwise used to take 
place. 

102. As regards delay in the office of the Director General of 
Technical Development and the Chief Controller of Imports & 
Exports, the Committee were informed that on the basis of the re-
commenda,tions of the Swaminathan Committee and the Mathur 
Committee; certain time limits had been laid down in regard to the 
clearance of applications for imports. By and large, the time limits 
prescribed were stated to be adhered to except in certain cases 
where there had. been delay due to back references to the parties 
concerned to furnish some required information. 

103. The Chief Controller of Imports & Exports had also fixed a 
time limit of one month to dispose of the applications for the issue 
of import licence. To ensure that the time limits are observed, an 
:nternal system had been evolved of reporting every week on the 
outstanding applications. 

104. In this connection the Committee noted that every year a 
book is published by the Ministry of Industry which shows the 
items produced indigenously and the firms which produce them· 
This publication is made available to all the undertakings in the 
public sector as well as in the private sector. The Committee there-
fore enquired whether because of the delay involv~d in pre-
scrutiny by the Directorate General of nchnical Development of 
items to be imported it was not desirable to allow the public under-
takings to make such scrutiny themselves with reference to the 
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book published by the Ministry and to import the items not pro-
duced indigenously. It was suggested that the list of items imported 
could be sent to the Directorate General of Technical Development 
for post scrutiny to check up whether there had been any avoidable 
imports. The Committee were informed by the representative of 
the Ministry that subsequent scrutiny might lead to certain diffi-
culties since in !Jome cases imports which were probably not war-
ranted might take place. But it has been decided to give this 
scheme a trial in two or three projects and if it was found to be in 
the overall interest, it would be extended to other undertakings as 
well. 

105. The Commitwe are g/,ad to note the improvements effected 
in the procedure for allowing imports by the public undertakings. 
They trust that the revilsed procedure would 'be effectively imple-
mented and its actual working reviewed periodically. 

Value analysis 

106. Value analysis is another important tool of materials manage-
ment and is concerned with ascertaining whether the material or 
item purchased is good value for money for the required purchase 
or end use· Thus it starts with an enquiry into the functional 
utility of an item and then proceeds to measure its value or intrinsic 
worth in terms of the function required to be performed. The next 
step is investigation as to how the value can be improved either by 
obtaining better performance or by reducing cost or both or by 
obtaining some additional advantage such as conservation of material 
or saving of foreign exchange etc. Value analysis examines the 
utility and prestige value, if any, of an item and may suggest elimi-
nation of an item altogether. 

107. Value analysis has already become popular in many coun-
tries and the results achieved have been quite encouraging. It has 
been reported that Japan has effected 5 per cent reduction in cost 
of materials, 2 per cent through improved efficiency in general and 
3 per cent through value analysis. However, in Ind.ia, it has not 
found wide application and there are not many public undertakings 
doing t:4rllue analysis in a B1/stematic manner. 

108. It needs ha1'dZy any emphasis that value analysis offeTS a 
large scope for cost reduction and all the public undertakings should 
underlake it in a Btlstematic manner· Such an anaZysis hh.s of cou.rse 
to be conducted 'by a team comprising peTsonneZ from Materials 
Management, DeSigning, Engineering, Production, Research and 
Development Deparlments. 
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Impcrrt substitu.tion 

109. A major application of value analysis in India will b~ in 
the substitution of indigenous materials and components and equip-
ment for imported ones. It is noted that the public undertakings 
depend for a substantial portion of their requirements for raw 
materials' supplies and/or spares and components, etc. on imports. 

110. The percentage value of spare parts and components im-
ported to the total purchases of spare parts etc. during a year in 
some of the undertakings is indicated below:-

Rourke1a Steel plant of Hindustan Steel Ltd .• 

Durgapur Steel Plant of Hindus tan Steel Ltd. 

Bhilai Steel Plant of Hindustan Steel Ltd. 

Coal Washeries of Hindustan Steel Ltd. 

Neyveli Lignite Corporation Ltd. 

Fertilisers & Chemicals Travancore Ltd. 

Indian Telephone Industries Ltd. 

National Coal Development Corporation Ltd. 

Oil Be Natural Gas Commission 

per cent 

70 

30 

28 

20 to 30 

45 to 50 

50 

25 

65 

mostly imPOrted 

Hindustan Aircraf~Ltd. 30 to 50 
111. Because of long lead time for imported items and uncer-

tainty about availability of foreign exchan.e, the .undertakings tend 
to keep large stocks of imported items. Considering the tight foreign 
exchange position, the development of indigenous sources of pro-
duction, including ancillary industrieS'; assumes great importance. 

112. Explaining the steps taken for development of, indigenoUs 
substitutes, the Chairman, Hindustan Steel Ltd. stated that the main 
difficulty in import substitution was the availability of specifications 
and detailed manufacturing drawinp. In the case of Bhilai Steel 
Plant a large n'lJllber of such drawings were brought from the 
Soviet suppliers ,but this has not been possible in the case of Rour-
kela and Durgapur Steel Plants where supplies were made by di1fe-
rent proprietory firms. Drawings are therefon! being prepared :from 
actual samples but this will take time. In oDeler to expedite the 
work, ou1aide ftrms have also been enPied. on the preparation of 
such drawings. 
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Au equipment Planning Cell has been created in all the plants 
which is constantly engaged on the scrutiny of the import orders to 
see whethelr substitutes can be located and educational orders placed. 
A Standing Committee has also been set up comprising of the Chief 
Engineers (Mechanical) of the three steel plants and the repre-
sentatives from Heavy Engineering Corporation and Heavy Electri-
cals Ltd. This Committee goes into the question of indigenous 
manufacture to replace the imported items. Exhibitions of spare 
parts which are imported at present are also being held in all the 
principal industrial centres so that the interested Indian manu-
facturers c;ould visit them and take up the manufacture of such 
items as they were capable of manufacturing. The Hindustan Steel 
Ltd. encourages them by placing educational order, etc. 

113. The Chairman, Heavy Engineering Corporation also infor-
med the Committee that they had appointed a Committee conSisting 
of three General Managers and Financial Advisers. Every proposal 
for importing any item was examined in detail by this Committee 
before allowing: imports. As a result it was claimed that the 
undertaking had been able to reduce the foreign exchange require-
ments by Rs. 2~ 30 crores within 1i years. The steps taken by some 
other undertakings also were intimated to the Committee. 

114. The Committee welcome the steps taken by HindUBtan Steel 
Ltd. and some other public undertakings for import substitution. 
Considering, however, that, as pointed out in para 110 above, a large 
percentage of requirements of spares was still meti through imports 
by several undertakings, there is need for a systematic effort by all 
the public undertakings to develop indigenous substitutes and to achi-
eve self-SUfficiency in the matter of procurement of raw materials. 
spare . .; and components. 

115. The Committee feel that all the undertakings depending sub-
stantially on imported products I,hould have a separate cell for re-
search and development in the field of import substitution. 

To achieve results in the field, full use should also be made of the 
various Research Institutes in the country. Co-operation of private 
manufacturer" could also be very valuable and they .houle! be encou-
raged to take up the manfLfacture of these items by maki1l.f1 at1ailable 
to them the detailed catalogues of imported items and by holding 
exhibitions. etc. 



116. The Committee also feel that there should be frequent ex-
change of ideas and information among the public undertakings about 
the efforts made for import substitution. 

Price preference 

117. In accordance with Governme'nt policy of giving preference 
to the indigenous products available to substitute the imported ones, 
the public undertakings have to give some price preference to indige-
nous materials over the imported goods. However, there is no uni-
form policy followed by these undertakings about the extent to 
which such preferential treatment should be given to th; indigen-
oUs produo::ts. 

118. The extent to whiCh price preference is normally given by 
some undertakings to indigenous products over the imported ones 
is indicated below: - . 

per cent 

(I) Air India 15 

(2) Bharat Electronics Ltd. 20 

(3) Heavy Electricals Ltd. 25 

(4) Heavy Engineering Corporation Ltd. 50 

(5) Hindustan Shipyard Ltd. . 40 

(6) Coal Wnsheries of Hindustan Steel Ltd. 33 

(7) Indian Telephone Industries Ltd. 25 

(8) National Coal Development Corporation Ltd. 25 

(9) National Projects Construction Corporation 
Ltd. . . . . . .. 25 

(10) Oil & Natural Gas Commission 25 

(I I) Fertiliser Corporation of India Ltd. 15-25 

119. It has, however, been stated that in many CBSfS indigenous 
products have to be purchased at a much higher rate than the mar-
gins refeI:red to above. 

c 
120. Some other undertakjngs stated that if indigE'nous material 

was available, import was not allowed by the Directorate General 
of Technical Development and as sl1ch indigenous material was 
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purchased at the prevailing prices, irrespective of cost considera-
tions. 

121. WhiLe th,e Committlee agree wvth the policy of giving :price 
preference for indigenous products, it is desirable that a uniform. 
policy should be followed by aU the public undertakings regarding 
the extent to which price pr~ference should be allOWed. They, there-
fore, feel that Government should lay down a limit upto which the 
public undertakings should be empowered to give price preference for 
indigenous products. In case it is considered necessary in any ca,~p' 
to give p" ice preference over the limit IfO fixed, the specific approval 
Of the Bourd of Directors should be obtained before gOing in for indi-
genous pTvducts. 

Follow-up procedure 

122. One of the objectives of inve~tory management is to minI-
mise disruptions to production schedules caused by absence or shor-
tage of materials or parts. An essential element is advance knowledge 
of all materials on order, which have not been received on schedule 
and which will cause such disruptions. A regular and standard follow-
up procedure is therefore an absolute requirement in the materials 
flow system. However many of the public undertakings e.g, Garden 
Reach, Workshops Ltd., Hindu'Stan Insecticides Ltd" National Build-
ings Construction Corporation Ltd .• National Coal Development Cor-
poration L~d" National Instruments Ltd., Praga Tools Ltd. etc. have 
not laid down proper procedure for follow-up of pUlrChase order. The 
Committee desire that aLl the public undertakings should lay down 
proper follow-up procedtlre in this respect. 

Penalty for delayed delivery of supplies 

123. Instances of delayed delivery of materials by the suppliers 
occur freoquentIy. I'n this connection the Committee find that some of 
the undertakings, e.g., Indian Telephone Industries Ltd., Mazagon 
Dock Ltd., Bharat Electronics Ltd., Garden Reach Workshops Ltd., 
I'ndian Rare Earths Ltd. do not provide for any penatly clause in 
their contracts with suppliers for late delivery of materials. The 
Indian Telephone Industries have stated that penalties are not stipu-
lated because suppliers are not prepared to accept such conditions. 

124. In some undertakings (e.g. Hindustan Machine Tools Ltd., • National Projects CO'nstl'Uction Corporation Ltd.), purchase orders 
stipulate recovery of liquidated damages at 1 to 2 per cent per month 
for the value of stores undelivered. provided actual loss is suffered. 
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125. A few undertakings (Bharat Electronics Ltd., Hindustan Ma-
chine Tools Ltd., Heavy Electricals Ltd., National Newsprint & Paper 
Mills Ltd., National Instruments Ltd., Garden Reach Workshops 
Ltd.) pointed out difficulty in enforcing the penalty clause because 
in some cases delays by suppliers were due to reasons beyond their 
C!Ontrol. Othe-r difficulty was that in a seller's market there was 
apprehension of losing suppliers which in turn would create the 
problem of. locating alternative sources of supply at feQSOnable rates. 

126. The Committee feel that according to normal commercial prac-
tice, in the purchase proposals and agreements, a clause for liquicla. 
ted da1!Ulges shouJd be p"ovided so as to ensure that the contractors 
supply the mateTials within the stipulated deliveTy period. This PTo-
vision ~'hould also be enforced unless for gOOd and valid Teasons sup-
pliers obt'lin consent to postponement of delivery dates. 
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TRANSPORT 

127. Many of the public undertakings pointed out the difficulties 
and bottlenecks in the transport of stores and raw materials etc. due 
to lack of availability of railway wagons in time and in adequate 
number. It was stated by the Heavy Electricals Ltd. that the !sctory 
being situated far away from the sea ports and other Jillajor industrial 
towns, quick transport service was a vital factor in programming for 
production. Rail and road transport were the only modes of transport 
available and instances were not wanUng when the rail bookings were 
closed for short periods and the costlier road transport had to be resor-
ted to. It was also pointed out by the Heavy Engineering Corporation, 
National Mineral Development Corporation, Oil and Natural Gas Com-
mission and Hindustan Aircraft Ltd., that difficulties had been experi-
enced in the transportation of heavy cargoes and heavy structures, 
owing to restricted availability of special types of wagons. Difficulty 
i'n transportation is also anticipated in the movement of coal as the 
Railways insist on bulk movement in full rakes. 

128. The National Coal Development Corporation pointed out that 
for the transport of cement difficulty was experienced due to non-
availability of covered wagons. The extra cost involved in transpor-
tation by road ranged from Rs. 10 to Rs. 20 per tonne. 

12Q. The steel plants of Hindustan Steel Ltd. have pointed out that 
if self-discharging wagons were provided for movement of dolomite, 
manganese are and quartzite, considerable detention of wagons could 
be avoided. In Rourkela Steel Plant movement of sulphuric acid du· 
to wl'I.nt of sufficient number of tank wagons has been a constant pro· 
blem and'at times the concerned plant units had to be shut down. 

130. During evidence the Committee were informed that some-
times difficulties were experienced because of booking restrictio'ns due 
to large movements of foodgrains, etc. Further in the case of small 
consignments when these were not in full wagon loads there was 
delay in transp&t as the wuon reached the destinatiO'n by some de-
vious routes. 

2700 (Aii) LS-4 
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131. In recent years, facilities for transportation of goods .by road 
have increased. Road transport is costlier but at the same time speed-
ier and perhaps safer too as compared to rail. However, no systematic 
efforts seems to have been made to determine the relative costs of 
transporrt by rail Or road. In view of the general shortage of railway 
wagons, the Committee suggest that each undertaking should work 
out the relative costs of transport by rail and rood for its various pro-
ducts, keeping m view the time factor, packing costs, safety in transit, 
etc. 

132. Another point raised by the Chairman, Heavy Electricals Ltd., 
dulring evidence was that for rail transport the maximum height of 
the Consignment is already limited and the electrification of Rail-
ways would still further limit this maximum height. The difficulty 
was already being experienced in the case of large transformers and 
was most pronoun~ed on lines electrified at 25 K.V. A.C. System. 

133. The Committee feel that the matter merits serious attention 
of government and the Railway Board with a view to taking remedial 
measures to avoid the ditJiculti.es in transportation of ovdr sized orr 
heavy equipment which might occur after electrification of railways. 
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INSPECTION 

134. The process of purchasing cannot be considered as completed 
until the material is finally received from the suppliers, duly inspected 
and found satisfactory in respe-::t of quality and quantity and brought 
on charge. 

135. The extent of inspectiO'n necessary will depend on the type 
of materials, the source from which they are purchased and other 
factors. For instance, in case of stores bearing Indian Standards Insti-
tution certification marks, branded products, items supported by re-
puted manufacturer's test certificates, etc. the inspection need not 
be so rigid and elaborate as in case of non-standard prodUCts. It is 
however essential that prop€r procedure is laid down for inspection 
of various types of materials. It was noted that many of the public 
undertaking\; (e.g., Garden Reach Workshop, Hindustan Insecticides 
Ltd., Indian Rare Earths Ltd., Mazagon Dock Ltd., National Buildings 
Construction Corporatio'n Ltd. Praga Tools Ltd., etc.) have not laid 
down the procedure for inspection of materials. 

136. The Committee desire that the procedure for inspection of 
various types of materials should be laid down by all the public under-
takings. While the method of inspection to be adopted will deplmd 
on the requirements of each undertaking, it is essential that the proce-
dure fOT inspection should be a simple one since if the procedure is 
too elaborate it could be costly and time consuming added with the 
danger of being by-passed. 

137. It was found that in some of the Undertakings the time taken 
in inspection was quite long. In a special report on Hindustan Steel 
Ltd. (Kamath Report December, 1962), it was stated that at Durgapur 
Steel Plant there was ge'nerally a delay of about 20 days in handing 
over materials from receiving section to inspection section. A delay 
of 20 days to a month was taken in transporting stores from inspection 
to custody. Also there were abnormal delays when inspections had 
to be carried out by the technical departments. 

138. AccorCiing to AudM: Report, 1965 stores at one of Oil 8& Natural 
Gas Commission projects in June, 1964 valued at Rs, 23.35 lakhs were 
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lying in the Railway yard and storage shed of the Commission unin-
spected. Some of the stores had been received as far as back as 1960 
and many packages had not even bee'n opened. 

The Commission also suffered avoidable loss due to delay in ins-
pection and failure to prefer claim within the prescribed period. 

139. To avoid unnecessary deLay in the process of inspection it 
is desirable that the time limit for inspection of variOUs types of mate-
rials should be laid down and actual time taken in inspection as a.gainst 
the limit fixed reviewed periodically. 

In.~pection by Directorate General of Supplies & Disposals 

140. In the case of items which are on rate contract with Directo-
rate General of Supplies & Disposals and where orders are placed 
through them, inspection is conducted by the representatives of 
DGS&D before despatch. It is understood that DGS&D relies on statis-
tical sampling. In cases where the inspection can be merely visual, 
as in the case of machine tools etc., Directorate General of Supplies 
& Disposals depends on the warranty of the firm. A copy of inspection 
report is sent by Directorate General of Supplies & Disposals to the 
Undertaking' along with invoices and bills for payment. The usual 
agency fee charged by Directorate General of Supplies & Disposals 
is O' 5 per cent of the value of goods. 

141. Centain undertakings have pointed out that there have been 
sQme delays in inspection by Directorate General of Supplies & Dis-
posals. It has also bee'n suggested that the undertakings, if they 
choose to do so, may be permitted to carry out inspection by their 
own staft'. 

142. The Committee understand that even after the goods are ins-
pected by Directorate General of Supplies and Disposals, the under-
takings have to inspect the materials on receipt. This inspection may 
be for quality or quantity or for both. Since inspection by Directorate 
General of, Supplies and Disposals and again by the undeTtakin.g~ 
involves duplication of effort, the Committee would suggest that in 
cases where the undertakings can make arrangements jor inspection 
by their OWn staff, the feasibility of permitting them to do so may be 
examined. 

Rejections 

143. It was noted that in some of the undertakings, e.g., Heavy 
Electricals Ltd., Hindustan Machine Tools Ltd., Hindustan Shipyard 
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etc. the percentages of the purchased materials rejected because or 
their being defective/not conforming to specifications was 3 to 6 per 
cent of the total annual purchases. It was stated duri'ng evidence that 
the heavy rejections _have been due to inexperience of the indigenous 
manufacturers and it is necessary to educate them. 

144. In this connection the Committee would suggest in-process 
inspection at suppliers' end in suitable cases. This would help in re-
ducing the percentage of rejections at destination: and also save the 
time, labour and expenditure involved in sending back the defective 
materials and obtaining replacements. 

145. The Committee also found that mostly the public undertakings 
did not maintain statistics about the extent of materials rejected, the 
firms which supplied such materials, etc. During evidence it was stated 
by the Chairma'n, Hindustan Steel Ltd. that although the records of 
such cases were available, no register as such was kept to have such 
information at one place. The Committee feel that the maintenance 
of Ruch statistics would help in locating the types of materials gene-
Taltly found defect.ive and the firms which supply defective 'or sub· 
standard materials. 

146. In reply to a question the Committee were also informed that 
the names of the suppliers who consistently supply .mb-standarct 
materials are removed from the list of approved suppliers. They would 
suggest that the names of such suppliers should also be circulated tn 
other public undertakings, Government Purchasing Departments so 
that they may be cautious while dealing with such firms. Besides 
helping the other public undertakitngs, this would act as a deteT1'ent 
to the bad suppliers. 
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CONSUMPI'ION OF MATERIALS 

147. Considering that the material costs account for a major por-
tion of the total cost of finished products, the question of best utilisa-
tion of the materials received is extremely important. It is therefore 
essential that the norms of consumption for variou.s materials are 
fixed on a ,scientific basts and the actual consumption checked perio-
dically with the norms to locate the cases of excess consumption. The 
Committee regret to note that in many of the public undertakings e.g. 
Hindustan Antibiotics Ltd., Praga Tools Ltd., National Projects Con-
struction Corporation, etc. such norms of consumption have not been 
laid down. They desire that these nO'Tms should be laid down by all 
the public undertakings wherever feasible, and periodically reviewed 
in the light of actual working of the undertaking. 

148. The Committee also note that in some of the undertakings, the 
actual consumption was much more than the norms prescribed. Thus 
in National Buildings Construction Corporation the value of excess 
consumption in 1962-63 amounted to Rs. 13.00 lakhs as estimated by 
the company. In 1963-64, in seven cases alone, excess c"Onsumption 
amounting to Rs. 4.22 lakhs came to the 'notice of Audit. Accord-
ing to the conditions of issue of controlled items like cement and steel, 
the C.P.W.D. makes recovery at double the i\!lSue rates for consump-
tion over and above the ceilings. It was noticed that in 5 cases the 
company had to pay a penalty of Rs. 30,900 to the C.P.W.D. for such 
excess consumption. 

149. The reasons for excess consumption were stated to be broadly 
the following:-

(1) Inefficiency of the staff. 

(2) Poor quality of material involving more wastage. 
150. The excess consumption of some of the materials as compared 

to the norms fixed was also noticed i'o many other undertakings e.g. 
Heavy Electricals Ltd., Heavy Engineering CorporatiO'n, Hindustan 
Shipyard, Hindustan Steel Ltd" Mining & Allied Machinery Corpora-
tion, National Instrume'ots Ltd., etc. The Committee desire that all 
cases of excess consumption should be th()'TOU.ghly inve,Rigated and 
remedial measures taken. 
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STORAGE, CARE AND CUSTODY 

151. As a c\lStodian of materials purchased either in the form ot 
raw materials or as components, semi-finished or finished products, 
the Stores Department has a very important function to perform. 
Besides proper storing of materials so that there is ease in handling 
stores during the process of receipt, inspection and issue, the stores 
have to be properly accounted for and looked after. 

152. It was noticed that in many of the public undertakings there 
was laxity in care and custody of the materials as a result of which 
some of them suffered considerable loss. Thus according to the in-
formation furnished to the Committee Heavy Electricals Ltd. suffer-
ed loss of materia;ts worth over Rs. 1 lakh during the years 1962-63 
to 1964-65. The loss incurred was stated to be for yvant of proper 
storage accommodation. The Committee were surprised to learn 
from the Chairman, Heavy Electricals Ltd. that for some reasons the 
main stores building and sheds were cut out of the! original project 
Report. The undertaking had not been able to provide adequate 
storage accommodation and proposal to construct an additional store 
block was still under consideration. 

153. Similarly in Bhilai Steel Plant of Hindustan Steel Ltd., in 
the absence of storage facilities for scrap obtained as a by-product 
in the process of producing pig iron, it was either dumped into the 
alag or stocked so close to the yard that it got mixed up with slag. As 
a result only 7900 tonnes, out of 35,020 tonnes produced between 
February, 1959 and May, 1962 could be segregated and sold. The rest 
of the s,*ap (27120 tonnes) valuing Rs. 30· 10 lakhs could not be 
salvaged and was a loss. In Durgapur Steel Plant also owing to in-
adequate stocking arrangements resulting in mixing up, high grade 
manganese ore was used in the bla~ furnace in place of low grade 
ore to the extent of 356 tonnes and 171 tonnes during 1960-61 and 
1962-63 respectively involving an extra expendrture of.Rs. 1· 32 lakhs. 
In Rourkela Ste'E!!l Plant also 6050 tonnes of ferrous sulphate valued 
at Rs. 7· 87 lakhs which was not stored properly became unsuitable 
for consumption or sale. 

154. Similar instances of losses were pointed out by Audit in 
other undeI"ta&gs also e.,. Hindustan Shipyard Ltd., Oil & Natural 
Gas Commission, National Mineral Development Corporation etc. 
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155. It is regrettable that in many of the public undertakings there 

was laxity in the care and custody' of the materials. While diffe,rent 
items have to be treated with varied degree of care according to their 
nature, any scheme of storage and. stores control should achieve the 
following objectives:-

(i) Maximum utilisation of the space for storage. 

(ii) Care of handling stores during the p,rocess oj receipt, in~
pection, storage and issue and to ensure an undisturbed and 
easy fl,ow. 

(iii) Preservation of stores agatn.'1t breakage, spillage or deterio-
ration. 

(iv) Security against pilferage. 

The Committee trust that suitable meaSlUres will be taken by aZI 
the public undertakings for proper storage, care and custody of 
materials. 

Stores Accounting 

156. The main purpose of accounting of stores can be briefly stated 
as follows:-

(1) Record of stores received, issued and the balance held in 
stock at a pa'rticular'time. 

(2) Documentation of receipts and issues as a proof of th~ 
receipt or issue required for giving credit to those irom 
whom it has been issued. 

(3) Valuation of stores to be able to assess the financial com-
mitments and the assets involved in the stocks held. 

(4) Ensuring legal custody of stores in charge of individuais 
so as to be able to fix the responsibilitie,; in the event of 
loss due to theft or pilferage. 

157. It was noticed that in many of the pubUc undertakings, the 
stores accounts. were not satisfactory. In the Report of the Officer 
on Special Duty on the working of the Stores Organisation of Oil and 
Natural Gas Commission it was stated that:-

"The stock cards have not been maintained correctly and up-
to-date in the past. Even at pr.esent all is 'not well with 
their maintenance in all the stores establishments. Re-
ceipts and issues are not always recorded concurrently 



with the occurrence of a transaction, nor are the relative 
receipt and issue vouchers prepared simultaneously. 
Instances of mis-postings too are met with not infrequent-
ly. Even the stores ledger, which is maintained ind~pen
dently by the Accounts Branch has been found imcomple-
tely posted in a number of projects. These two sets ot re-
cords have besides been found at varIance with each other 
and no conce'rted efforts are being made to reconcile the 
discrepancies. Responsibility for reconciliation is itself 
not clearly prescribed. The stock holder thinks it is that 
of the ledger keeper, while the ledger keeper thinks it 1S 

that of stock holder. The discrepancies thus continue un-
reconciJ.ed over long periods and the stock 'holders' certi-
ficate accompanying an indent for purchase serves little 
useful purpose". 

158. Similarly in National Buildings Construction Corporation 
according to Audit Report, the materials at site accounts maintained 
by the units were incomplete and dtd not indicate opening and clos-
ing balances and consumption. Instructions issued by the company 
on st<*es accounting from time to time have not been completely 
followed by the unit. 

159. Similar instances of non-maintenance of proper stores ac-
counts were noticed in some other public undertakings also e.g. 
National Minerals Development Corporation, Indian Oil Corporation, 
etc. 

160. The Committee view with concern the serious lapses in the 
maintenance of stores accounts in some of the public undertakines. 
In the absence of proper accounts it is diffi.cult to maintain any con-
trol over the receipt and issue of stores, to check the shortages in 
stores if any and to fix the responsibility for the losses. Proper valua-
tion of stores issued and consumed is also rendered difJicult. The 
maintenance of proper and completet stores accounts is, therefore" 
absolutely essential. 

161. The Committee would also emphasise that the system of 
accounting should be such as would avoid unnecessary duplication of 
work without losing sight of the objective. They noticed that in 
most of the public undertakings two sets or even three sets of re-
cords were being maintained for the materials in stock, viz. (i) Sepa-
rate Bin Cards for each item giving details of quantities received and 
issued (ii) Stores ledgers or material control cards under the cardex 
system for mlmerical acc/iunting and (iii) priced stores ledgers show-
ing both quantities and values maintained in the Accounts Depart-
ment. 
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162. The Committee enquired whether it was necessary to have 

two or three sets of records for stores accounting. They were inform-
ed by the representative of the Indian Telephone Industries that they 
had already abolished the Bin Cards and since the installation of the 
computers a few months back the ledger cards and the stock cards 
had also been merged. It was however stated by the representative 
of Hindustan Steel Ltd. that in a large plant like a steel plant the 
introduction of a single card system will require very quick flow of 
documentation through the various channels. It would, therefore, be 
possible to introduce it only when the entire documentation system 
is computerised. It was, however, admitted that one set of cards 
would certainly be most desirable. The Hindustan Steel Limited 
had already decided to install computers and it would not take more 
than three years to insta~l them. 

163. The Committee feel that the present practice of maintaining 
two sets of stores cards in the Stores Department needs to be review-
ed. In the view of the Committee, it is desira.ble to maintain only 
one set of stores cards (say of the kardex type) as it would avoid 
duplication of work without impairing efficiency of materilL control 
system. The practice of maintainiTIG Priced Stores Ledgers in the 
Accounts Department would have to be continued in such cases. In 
some undertakings where the numbetr of items in stock is very large, 
the total volume of transactions would justify installation of compu-
ters or other mechanised eqUipment. In these undertakings, the feasi-
bility of maintaining only one set of stores cards with the help Of 
such equipment and thus obviating the necessity of maintaining ,epa-
rate Priced Stores Ledgers in the Accounts Departm.ent should be 
examined. 

Stock verification 

164. It is essential to have periodic8tl physical verification of stOTes 
to ensure that the materials tally with the description and specifica-
tion shown in the stores Bin/Stock cards. It is desirable to adopt a 
system of continuous stock verification on a cyclic basis so that all 
materials are physically verified at least once a year. The excesses 
and deficien~es, if any, revealed on such verification should be pro-
perly investigated and accounted for. 

165. It was noted that as a result of physical verification large 
variations were noticed in some of the undertakings be~ween actual 
stocks and ledger baJ.ances. Thus in Oil & ~atural Gas Commission 
physical verification conducted during 1963-64 and 1964-65 revealed 
discrepancies (shortages/surpluseS) in 28' 3 per cent and 15'8 per 
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cent of the total number 1.: E_lllS cl<!cked. In Heavy Engineering 
Corporation discrepancies in stocks and stores amounted to Rs. 22' 60 
lakhs out of which discrepancies amounting to Rs. 12' 36 lakhs were 
brought forward frem previous years. In the steel plants of HSL 
the variations noticed were to the extent of Rs. 66' 57 lakhs in Durga-
pur Steel Plant (1965), Rs. 272' 32 lakhs in Rourkela Steel Plant 
and Rs. 12' 85 lakhs in Bhilai Steel Plant (1964-65). Again in Fertiliser 
Corporation of India (Nangal Unit), physical verification conducted 
in February/March, 1964 showed a shortage of Calcium Ammonium 
Nitrate to the extent of 7026: 79 M. tons (net) valuing:as. 12' 06 lakhs 
which was written off during 1963-64. In the Sindri Unit likewise 
there was shortage of Ammonium sulphate in 1964-65 to the extent 
of 6708' 99 M.T. valuing Rs. 15' 70 lakhs. 

166. During evidence the Committee were informed that in Oil & 
Natural Gas Commission the discrepancies wete due to difficulties in 
reconciliation because of the absence of proper catalogues and due to 
certain defects in the system of record keeping which had since been 
changed. Out of 23000 items where originally the discrepancies were 
revea)ed, only 1500 items were left for reconciUation. 

167. In reply to a question, the Commission has also stated that 
ve'l'ification of tabular goods could not be made during the past few 
years in some projects where, due to lack of accommodation and 
handling facilities, the materials could not be stacked in countable 
orders. 

168. As regards Hindustan Steel Ltd., it was stated that certain 
losses of materials were normal during handling and storage. Fur-
ther, certain discrepancies arose due to absence of weighment facili-
ties at the point of loading and unloading of wagons or while in store. 
Similar was the case in the FertiJizer Corporation of India. It was 
explained that certain norms had been fixed and if the discrepancies 
or shortages were more than the norms fixed, these were looked into. 

169. The large variations between the actual stocks and ledger 
balances is a reflection on the standard of stores keeping and oj storeB 
accounting and should be taken serious notice of by the public under-
takings. The discrepancies noticed as a result of such tHmjication 
should be reconciled promptly and all shortages which come to light 
must be investigated . 

• 170. Some shortages m4y be inevitable in certain undertakings "" 
the normal course of handling of certain stores. In BUCh easeB suit-
able norms should be fixed for such handling lOBse. and the actual 
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.-;hortages compared with the limits so fixed. Instances are not want-
ing where the actu.al losses suffered were even more than the norms 
so fixed. Thus in Hindustan Steel Ltd., the norms of handling losses 
of raw ma/teri..als per,n.itted bsses of 1)1..(1jor raw' 1)1..(1teri.a,ls 'I\l.pto' 
Rs. 80-100 lakhs in each plant to be written off automatically. But 
in actual practice, in Durgapur Steel Plant the losses of raw matmals 
were even more than these limits. Such abnormal shortages should 
be viewed with concern. Immediate action should be taken to 
analyse the reasons therefor and suitable measures taken to prevent 
their recurrence. The norms fiXed should also be regularly reviewed 
with the object of keeping the losses as low as possible. 

Stores Manual 

171. It was noticed that barring a few undertakings (e.g. Air 
India, Durgapur a'nd Bhilai Steel Plants, Indian Airlines Corporation, 
Hindustan Machine Tools Ltd., Indian Telephone Industries Ltd., 
National Coal DeVelopment Corporation Ltd. and National Projects 
Construction Corporation Ltd.) most of the publi~ undertakings had 
not yet prepared a manual on the various aspects of materials man-
agement. 

. 172. To ensure proper working of the Materials Management De-
pa,7'tment it is essential that the procedures to be followed regarding 
materials purchasing, inspection, storing, issue and disposal etc. are 
clearly laid down for the guidance of all concerned. A comprehen-
sive manual on the various aspects of Materials Management is there. 
fore an urgent necessity and immediate attention should be paid by 
all the public undertakings to prepare such a manual. 
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UTILISATION OF BY-PRODUCTS 

173. During the process of manufacture, various by-products are 
obtained. Tht!se by-products, if properly utilised, can add substantial-
ly to the profits of the Undertakings. It was, however, noticed that in 
various public undertakings e.g. Steel plants, coal washeries of 
Hindustan Ste'el Limited, Oil and Natural Gas Commission, Fertilizer 
Corporation of India etc., the by-products obtained were not put to 
proper use. 

174. One of the reasons for non-utilisation of these by-products 
was lack of proper study about the extent of arising of by-products, 
their quality, etc. and failure to make proper arrangements well in 
time for their uti,Iisation and disposal. A few instances are given be-
low:-

(1) In Oil & Natural Gas Commission the associated gas aris-
ing from Ankleshwar field was not fully utilised because 
of failure to make adequate arrangements for supply, re-
ceipt and measurement, etc. The volume of gas which 
could not be utilised annually was of the order of 120 mil-
lion cubic metres. 

(2) The condensate from Cambay Gas field of Oil & Natural 
Gas Commission couJd not be utilised because of failure 
to make arrangements regarding transportation and load-
ing and unloading facilities both at the refinery and the 
Cam bay ends. 

(3) In Bhojudih Washery of Hindustan Steel Ltd., there was 
huge accumulation of middlings and rejects totalling 7' 86 
lakh tonnes as on the 31st October, 1966, since long term 
arrangements for tHeir disposal were not made in time and 
the question of their disposal was still at discussion stage 
with the West Bengal State Electricity Board authorities. 

(4) At Nangal Unit of Fertiliser Corporation of India, surplus 
oxygen was not being utilised. A proposa.l for its utilisa-
tiOll for gasifi~tion of naphta was sent to Government 
of India but they did not approve the scheme. 

55 
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(5) In Durgapur Steel Plant, till recently the surplus coke 
oven gas had to be bled because it was not taken by D.V.C's 
Thermal Power Station at DUTgapur. The value of gas 
bled in three years was as follows:-

1961-63 
1963-64 
1964-65 

Value 
(Rs. in lakhs) 

37.41 
29.13 
u.63 

(6) In Rourkela Steel Plant, out of 3105 tonnes of Anthracene 
Oil produced during 1962-65, Anthracene Power recovered 
was 101 tonnes only. It is stated that the by-products plant 
is the first of its kind in India and no market study seems 
to have been made when the plant was initia.lly ordered. 

(7) In Durgapur Steel Plant, originally it was proposed to seU 
Light Oil produced from Tar Plant, but as chemical in-
dustry had not developed, market could not be found for 
the same. The quantity and value of Light Oil produced 
was as follows:-

Y,ar Quantity Valu, 
(Tonnes) (Rs. in lalths' 

1962-63 1406 2.BI 
1963-64 J536 3.07 
1964-65 502 1.00 

In the absence of demand for this product. it was stored and 
the possibility of utilising it for recovery of Benzol pro-
ducts is being explored. 

(8) In Durgapur and Rourkcla Steel Plants. there was large 
accumulation of stp.el furnacf!l slags available from the 
blast furnaces. Proposals for setting up of slag C1ranula-
tion Plants for utilising slag were initiated lateit'. but were 
held up for want of prospective buyers. 

(9) The Slag Granulation Plant at Bhilai was not working to 
its full capacity because of the failure of the buyer t.o lift 
the entier quantity of granulated slag produced. The 
Slag Aggregate Plant at Bhilai was also 110t run to its 
capacity because the Railways <who were to have taken 
the entire quantity of slall aggrellate later found this 
material unacceptable for their purposes. 



175. From the above instances it is clear that there has been loss 
of valuable by-products because of lack of proper planning Q,nd 
forethought. In some cases by-product plants were installed late and 
the products could not be sold because market study had not been 
made in advance nqr had adequate steps been.- taken to develop the 
market. This happens. becau.se at the time of setting up of the pro-
jects, little or no attention is paid towards production and utilisation 
of by products. The CClm-rn.ittee co~der it essential that at the time 
of preparation of Detailed Project Reports itself proper assement of 
t,he nature and the extent of b'!l"'PToducts likely to arise during-
production/operation of the plant. should be worked out so that ad~
quate arrangements about their utilisation/disposal could be made 
well in time of the arising of these by-products. 

176. The Committee also noticed that the operation of some of 
the by-product plants could not be continued dUel to defects in the 
plant and machinery or in operation. Some such instances are giv~n 
below:-

(1) In Rourkela Steel Plant Crude Oil produced could not be 
processed and the plant had to be shut down due to severe 
corrosion. Out of 1750 tonn'es of oil produced during 
1962-65, only 20 tonnes of phenol and 10 tonnes of cresol 
could he recovered. The pri'ce of phenol is about 
Rs. 2.200 per tonne and of cresol Rs. 1,960 per tonne. It is 
stated that there is considerable demand for these pro-
ducts for manufacture of synthetic material. 

(2) In Rourkp.la Steel Plant, the ammonia ,liquor, which could 
be utilised for manufacture of fertilisers was being distil-
led and vented into the atmosphere as this liauor was not 
acceptable to the Fertilise'!' Corporation of India on ac-
count of the pr~nce of certain organic imourities. It is 
stated that the plant does not havPl the facilfty for fixing 
the ammonia in the gas as ammonium sulphate. 

(3) Tn R(lurkela Steel Plant, hydrogen sulphate was not being 
used for processing to sulphuric acid because the amount 
of hydrogen sulphide oresent in the coke oven Ilas was not 
sufficient to operate tne plant on ~ minimum load. On an 
average 1-2 tonnes of hydrogen sulphide per day are re-
covered and vented into the atmosphere. 

(4) In Rourkela Steel Plant. all the available benzol in the gas • was not recdVered owing to poor efficiency of the comprel'l-
sors. Tn some cases. benzol could not bf' proce"lsed due to 
non-availability of tank wagons. 
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(5) In Durgapur Steel Plant, Benzol Plant was not run to its 
rated capacity because of defects in the oil coolers. 

177. It is surprising that even after several years of the working 
of these plants it had not been possible to rectify defects in the 
plants and machinery for the 'by.products. The Committee trust 
that effective steps would be taken soon to set right the defects in' 
the plant and machinery to ensure proper utilisation of the by-
products. 



XII 

REPORTS TO MANAGEMENT 

178. !t is neither possible nor necessary for the top Management 
to che:k every item purchased/disposed of etc. What is required 
for proper inventory control is that based on production programme, 
financ'al resources etc., both physical and financial ceilings should be 
laid down for ,11 items of inventory. At the same time the top 
management should exercise overall control over materials by get-
ting periodical reports as to the level of inventories, purchases made, 
position about slow moving/non-moving items etc. The Committee 
found that there was no proper system of submitting sueh periodi-
cal reports to the top Management about various aspects of material 
management. Some of the Undertakings e.g., Garden-rE-aeh 
Workshop, Hindustan Antibiotics Ltd., Hindustan Cables Ltd., 
Hindustan Insecticides Ltd., Hindustan Shipyard Ltd., I.A.C., 
Indian Rare Earths, r.T.r., Hindustan Telepri'nters Ltd., do 
not submit any period;cal reports. However, some other 
Undertakings e.g., Air India, Fertiliser Corporation of India (Nangal) 
Unit), Hindustan Steel Ltd. etc., submit a monthly report about 
important activities of Stores & Purchase Departments. In Fertili-
sers and Chemicals Travancore Ltd., a report is also submitted to 
the Managing Director showing all purchases made during the pre-
vious month whose value was less than Rs. one lakh but the lowest 
tenders were rejected. In Nangal Unit of Fertiliser Corporation of 
Ind1a, a monthly' statement about surplus stores is also sent to the 
General Manager. 

179. In the absence of peril)iical reports to the top management it 
is dlfficult to maintain close watch over the inventories. While the 
precise nature of the reports which should .be sUbmitted to the top 
Management and their periodicity may differ to some e%tent from 
undertaking tp undertakiin.g, the Committee feel that . the ; top 
Management (General Mhnager, Chairman/Managing Director, 
Board of Directors) should get periodical reports (monthly/quarter-
ly) on the following aspects of Materials Managements:-
Purchases: 

Reports containing the following information:-
(i) Deta\ts of purch-:ues above certain limits, 

59 
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(ii) Purchases over certain limit where lowest tenders were 
not !accepted. 

(iii) Details of rush and emergency purchases showing itemS 
purchasei.. their value, source of purchase, reasons etc. 

(iv) Details of indents outstanding viz. thew number. the 
period for which there were outstanding, reasons for delay 
if any. 

Stores Department: 

Reports contbining the following information: 
(i) Stock position about major raw materials, stores, finished 

goods etc; 

(ii) Position about slow moving/non-moving stores, extent ot 
sUT'plus stores and position about their disposal. 

General: 
(i) Reports about the foreign exchange utilisation; 
(ii) The imports made; 
(ii) Steps taken for import substitution and the results bchiev-

ed; and 
(iv) Value analysis, reports etc. 

The above reports should contain essential data only and should 
be submitted soon after the close of the period to which they per-
tain. Also, maintenance of purchase and stores records should be 
such as would enable compiBation of necessary information without 
involving much labour and time. 



XIII 

CONCLUSION 

180. After an examination of the working of Materials Manage-
ment in public undertakings, the Committee feel that although most 
of the undertakingIs are conscious of heavy investment in invento-
ries, there has not been a continuous effort to control inventories 
or to introduce new techniques of materials management. The 
various aspects of materials management and the extent to which 
these have been follOWed or should be followed by the undertakings 
have been discussed in this Report. In conclusion the Committee 
wish to make the following general observations:-

(i) By and large, 'l'Mterials 'l'Mnagement h48 'been given a 
secondary impoTtance in the organisational Bet up of a1ll 
undertaking. There is, therefore, need to pay ~reatel" 
attention to the efficient functioning of this department .. 

(ii) A large number of undertakings depend on imported spare 
paTts and components. Because of long lead time re-
quired for imported products and due to acu.te foreign 
exchange sittLation, there is a tendency on the part of the 
undertakingR to import larger stocks in order to avoid 
possible stoppage of production due to non-availability of 
stocks at the requiTed time. There is ther~Ore need to 
I1beralise maintenance imports to obvia.te this tendency· 
There is also need for stepping up indigenO'UB prod'UOtion 
and development of ancillary industries so thht dependen-
ce on import is reduced to the minimum. GOVeTnment 
should pay particular attention to these 'l'MtterB. 

(iii) Vario'US methods of inventory control have been lldopted 
in industrially advanced countries. These are cl46sification, 
cooification, standardiabtion, variety redu.ction, valtul 
analysis, A.B.C. analysis etc. Adoption of the'e methods 
can greatly help in reducing costs. Barring a few un· 
dertakings, these aspects have not been given proper 
attention. These new techniqu.es shou.ld be employed. 

(iv) There have been numerous complo.intl from the under-
taktng. that, b~h from the point of viA!w of qu.alUy and 
price, the indigenous produ.cts do not COtnPJre f4vourably 
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with the imported ones. While the undert4kings ccm help 
the indigenous manuf4cturers to improve the qucllity 01 
their products, Government also 'should t4ke suit4ble steps 
for reducing the costs of such products. 

(v) Utilisation of boy-products hu not received proper and 
eJdeqtl4te attention of sever41 undert4kings. In some 
C4ses plans for their UtiliS4tion were initi4ted quite hte. 
while in others by-product p14nts hCld 'been inst411ed but 
were not operating due to defects in the p14nt or because 
adequate efforts had not been made to develop the market 
for those products. There is need for adUlnce' plan-
ning Un this respect and also for implementing the plan.!. 

(vi) There is a general feeling that materi.als management 
does not ,.equire any specialised knowledge. It is perhaps 
for this re4SOn that there are practically no regular 
crrrangements in the country for training of personnel iat 
v4rious levels for appointment to materials management 
posts. The efficienc'll of the materials management de· 
partmmt will depend on the qualifications and erper;ence 
of the personnel appointed therein. It is, therefore, 
essential to aT7b.nge regular institutional trltining in 
materials management and for e:rchange of ideas and i'n-
formation through ,seminars, etc. 

181. The Committee hope that b'll the implementatiotl of the re-
commendations contained in this Report the undertakings wit! be 
able to improve their materials management procedures and thereby 
their worklng r""lta. 

NEW DELHI; 
3rd Mareh, 198'7. 
Phalguna 12, 1888 (S). 

D. N. TIWARY, 
Chairman, 

Committee on Public Undertakings. 
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APPENDIX II 

(See para 90) 

Instances where the Public Undertakings suffered lo"es due to 
delay in placing the purchase orders. 

Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd. 

Avoidable expenditure on the purchase of counter sinks. 

In November, 1962 the Company invited quotations for the supply 
of counter sinks and received three offers in December, 1962 which 
were valid up to 25th January, 1963. On 4th January, 1963 the 
Company called for samples and requested the tenderers to keep 
their ofters valid for 45 days from the date of submission of the 
samples. Altho~gh this stipulation was agreed. to by all the ten-
derers, the Company neither finalised the performance report on 
the samples within the extended validity date nor asked for its 
further extension. A purchase order released on the lowest tenderer 
on 10th July, 1963 (after 3 months from the expiry of the extended 
validity date) was not accepted by him on the following grounds:-

"The tender was submitted on 8th December, 1962, samples 
were sent on 14th February, 1963 and a decision was 
given only in July, 1963. During this interval our order 
book has become more than full and we will not be able 
to introduce this for production in the next ten/twelve 
months. Under the circumstances, we are sorry that we 
cannot Wldertake to accept your esteemed order in this 
particular instance". 

In November, 1963 the Company called. for fresh quotations and 
an order at higher rates was placed on another firm involving an 
extra es:penditure of Rs. 53,295. 

Heavy Electrical (India) Ltd. 

Additional expenditure due to delay in accepting a tend.er-

An offer fer the supplY of a Milling machine at a firm price of 
£26,374 (Rs. 3,52,000) and valid for 60 days was received. by the 
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Company's representative in London on the 2nd October, 1959 from 
MIs. Associated Electrical Industries, London, the purchasing agents 
of the Company. This being a single tender, the purchase had to 
be authorised by the Company's Board of Directors. The Board's 
approval was given only on the 18th of January, 1960 and the pur-
chase order was issued on the 10th of February, 1960, by which time 
the offer was no longer valid and the firm demanded an increase 
of 7. per cent in price due to increased cost of material and labour. 
After further n~otiation the firm agreed to an increase of 6 per 
cent only which was accepted. The increased payment on this 
account was £ 1,475 (Rs. 19,667). 

Loss du.e to delay in placing an order-

Heavy Electricals, Bhopal, received a quotation dated 9th August, 
1963 from A.E.I., London for 15 sets of rectifiers required for cons-
truction of Railway Electrical Multiple Units. The quotation which 
was valid till 10th October, 1963 mentioned a firm price of £5,000 
per set F.O.B. U.K. Port. The H.E.L. Cell in London was asked 
to place an order on A.E.!. for these rectifiers only on 3rd February, 
1964. But A.E.!. informed the H.E.L. Cell on 20th FeBruary, 1964 
that the previous offer was no longer valid and the price was later 
on revised to £ 5,295 per set. The delay in placing the order has 
resulted in a loss of £ 4,425 or Rs. 59,000. 

Hindustan Shipyard Ltd. 

Delay in applying for import licence-

The period of validity of the lowest offer of Rs. 75,195 per set 
for the supply of electrical equipment for four vessels received from 
a foreign firm in March, 1963 was extended from 27th April, 1963 to 
31st July, 1963 and thereafter up to 15th December, 1963. Though 
the Shipyard provisionally accepted the offer on 13th July, 1963, 
import licence 'l¥as applied for on 5th December, 1963 only and a 
firm order was placed on 10th February, 1964. In the meantime, 
owing to increase of the price by Rs. 13,001 per let the Shipyard 
had to pay an extra amount of Rs. 52,004 on the purchase of four 
sets. 

Another offer of the same manufacturer for the supply of dis-
tribution boards for the vessels at a total cost of Rs. 2,36,691 was 
accepted on 31st July, 1963, but the Company applied for import 
licence only on 5th December, 1963 and pl~d the ftrm order on the 
manufacturer on 27th February, 1964. As the validity of the offer of 
the manufacturer expired on 15th December, 1963, the Company had 



to obtain the equipment at an extra cost of Rs. 35,134 owing to the 
enhancement of the price to Rs. 2,71,825 . • 

Had the import licences been applied for in July, 1963, when the 
offers were provisionally accepted, the extra expenditure of 
Rs. 87,138 (Rs. 52,004+ Rs. 35,134) could have been avoided. The 
Manageme·nt have stated (June, 1964) that the delay in applying 
for the import licence was due to the time taken in finalisation of 
the technical specifications of the goods in the import licence appli-
cations. 

Hindustan Steel Ltd. 

Failure to decide on tenders in time-

In September, 1959 the Bhilai Steel Plant invited tenders for the 
purchase of 70 tons of Metallic Aluminium Powder. The lowest 
offer was of firm 'A' at the rate of Rs. 3,300 per ton and was valid 
up to January, 1960. No decision on the tenders was taken in time. 
A limited enquiry was subsequently issued on 15th April, 1960 to 4 
firms on the ground of urgency and an order for 10 tons to be 
supplied by June, 1960 was placed on 10th May, 1960 with the same 
firm 'A' whose o.ffer of Rs. 4,250 per ton against· the limited tender 
was the lowest. The supplv of the material was completed by June, 
1961. 

For the purc:ttase of the balance quantity of 60 tons quotations 
were again invited in June, 1960 and in October, 1960 an order for 
60 tons at a negotiated rate of Rs. 5,051 per ton was placed again 
with firm 'N w~ose quotation of Rs. 5,101 against this enquiry was 
the lowest. Although the entire supply was to be completed by 
June, 1961 the firm supplied only 13· 568 tons up to August, 1961. 
l'he order for the balance quantity was cancelled on 2nd December, 
1961. The failure to take a decision in time on the first tender thus 
resulted in the Company paying more than 50 per cent for a portion 
of the same material. 

National Coal Development Corporation Ltd. 

Delay in placing a supply order-

On 1st November, 1961 the Company invited open tenders for 
the purchase of 28 items of Mild Steel Electrodes with the litpula-
;ion that qUQtations should be submitted by 13th December, 1961 
md be valid up to 12tlf March, 1962. A firm, on which an order 
for 12 items valuing Rs. 3,67,909 was placed on 30th April, 1962 ex-
pressed it. inability to supply the materials at the prices originally 
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quoted by it on the grounds that the period of validity of its tender 
had already eXpired and that the prices of raw matetrials had in-
creased in the meantime. It also demanded an increase of Rs. 79,875 
which was accep.ted by the Company. 

The non-ftnalisation of the supply order within the validity 
period resulted in an extra avoidable expenditure of RI. 79,875. 

Neyveli Lignite Corporation Ltd. 
De~ay ~n placing order within the validity period 

On the 14th October, 1963 the Company issued a tender enquirY 
for the supply of Chirwood, stipulating therein that the prices 
quoted should be F.O.R. Neyveli and that offers should remain open 
for three months from the date of opening tenders. The tenders 
were opened on 4th December, 1963. 

Out of six o~ers received the lowest offer was that of a firm 
which quoted the rate of Rs. 15·50 per cft. F.O.R. Jagadhari. The 
Company requested the firm on 5th February, 1964 to quote F.O.R. 
N eyveli, but it ~d not agree to the proposal. 

On 5th June, 1964 the Company accepted the advice of the finance 
branch to place the order on the lowest tenderer and on 6th June, 
1964 requested him to confirm his offer. In reply the tenderer inti- . 
mated the increase of his rates from Rs. 15· 50 per eft. to Rs. 23·50 
per eft. F.O.R. Jagadhari. As this price was more than the rates 
quoted by the next lowest tenderer the Company accepted the ofter 
of the next lowest tenderer and placed an order on 29th June, 1964 
at his quoted rate of Rs. 23' 92 per cft. F.O.R. Neyveli. 

Had the Company decided to accept the original offer (F.O.R. 
Jagadhari) of th~ lowest tenderer within the validity period, it could 
have avoided an extra expenditure of Rs. 66,385 on the supply of 
11,792'27 eft. of timber [the cost incurred (Rs. 2,82,196) leIS the 
amount which would have been payable had the order been placed 
with the lowest tenderer (Rs. 2,15,811).] 

Oil & Natural Gas Commission 

1. Extra expenditure of Rs. 26,486 in the purchase of gmerati'l'1g 
sets-total cost of purchase Rs. 1,69,671.61-

" Supply order for purchase of 7 generatin, sets was placed on the 
Greaves Cotton " Co. Ltd., on October 9, 1963 with delivery date 
within 3 to 4 months which was not guaranteed. Actually the sets 
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were supplied after 8 months. The quotation of another firm, which 
was lower by Rs. 3,783' 80 per set with delivery period 12 to 14 
months was rejected on grounds of urgency. A periOd of 5 months 
was taken to invite. quotations after the receipt of indent. If time-
ly action had been taken, the indent could have been placed with 
the second firm. 

2. Avoidable expenditure of Rs. 17,370 on purchase of caustic .oda 
at a cost of Rs. 1,10,680 (headquarters stores). 

The State Trpding Corporation Ltd. released 120' 40 metric tons 
of caustic soda required by the Commission in April, 1963. Due to 
delay in placing orders, and issue of despatch instructions, an extra 
expenditure of Rs. 17,370 was incurred as in the meantime prices 
had risen. 
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S·. No. Reference 
to para No. 

in the Report 

Summary of Conclus l o:1sj 
Recommendations 

1 2 3 

I I Even granting that the inventories in any 
concern vary according to the nature of the 
undertakin~ and the type ,of materials required 
and thus the average inventory holdings in the 
private sector companies may not be quite com· 
parable with those in the public sector under-
takings, the holding of inventories to the extent 
of 15 months value of production can by no 
means be justified. It needs hardly any emphs-
sis that the reduction of inventories can help in 
releasing the ca'pital so scarce in the country and 
in conserving valuable foreign exchange. Any 
avoidable locking up of capital in inventories 
deprives some other essential project or pro-
gramme of finances. Further, inventories nlso 
cost a good deal by way of interest charges, cost 
of storage and handling, deterioration and obso-
lescence costs. Even on a conservative estim:1te, 
the cost of carrying inventory is est;mated at a 
minimum of 15 per cent per annum. To the ex-
tent that there are excessive inventories, the 
cost of production as well as the profitability of a 
concern is affected. 

12 If the inventories of industrial running con-
cerns could be reduced to 6 months production-
which would by.no means be difficult-it would 
mean release of capital to the (,,,tent of Ri. 104 
crores, which could be ~ainfully employed either 
in the undertaking or to finance some other 
essential project or programm£". Further, leav-
ing as'de the profit which might have been earn-
ed on this investment, this would have resulted 
in reducing the inventojY carryin{; cost to the 

TO 
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-extent of Rs. 15.60 crores. (on the basis of 15 
per cent inventory carrying cost). It is signifi-
cant to note the effect of this saving on the pro-
fitability of the public undertakings. The net 
profit of these 22 undertakings was only Rs. 10.19 
crores during the year 1964-65. With proper in-
ventory control alone the profit would have been 
two and a half times of the present profit of these 
concerns. 

The Committee note with concern that the 
value of inventories of 21 industrial rWUling 
concerns in 1964-65 instead of decreasing had 
increased as compared to 1963-64, and was equi-
valent to 15 months value of production as com-
pared to 13 months during the previous year. 
Evidently no concerted efforts have be€n made 
by the undertakings towards materials manage-
ment and the applIcation of various scientific 
techniques to control inventories. 

Materials costs usually constitute about two-
thirds of thE' total cost of production in an under-
taking. Economy in materials costs is, therefore, 
a vital factor for the profit-earning capac i ty of 
an undertaking. The Committee regret to note 
that the administrative Ministries have not 
given enough care- and attention to the materials 
management problems in the undertakings under 
their control. From the experience of working 
of several undertakin~s. Government had the 
advantage of knowing as to what basic principles 
of materials control systems and techniques were 
suited to the undertakings and to what extent 
therE' were deficiencies in various undertakings. 
It was, therefore, expected of the administrative 
Ministries to issue suitable instructions to pro-
vide guidelines to the undertakings for imple-
mentation. The Committee trust that in future 
the materials management systems in the public 
undertakings would receive due attention of the 
Ministries and suitable instructions issul;;d by 
them, wherever considered necel8ary. 

The Committee are concerned over the heavy 
stock of stores " spares in the public undertak-
ings,. which in some of the undertakings, based 
on the present rate of consumption, would be 

------. ------_ .. _------------ - .. - ----_.- .. ---
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sufficient for several years to come. It is unfor-
tunate that the spares offered by the suppliers of 
plant and machinery / collaborators should have 
been accepted by the undertakings without any 
review of the actual need for them. 

5 20 The Committee find that in many of the pub-
lic undertakings, the stock of stores and spares as 
compared to consumption during the year has in-
creased in 1964-65 over that in 1962-63. It is 
therefore evident that not only was there heavy 
initial purchase of spares, but subsequently, the 
stores and spares have been purchased without 
proper assessment of requirements and/or with-
out taking into account the stores and spares al-
ready in hand. 

6 24 Not only were there excessive purchases of 
stores and spares but no serious efforts were 
made to control the inventories through regular 
periodical review of items in stock to locate the 
non-moving/surplus stores and to dispose of the 
unwanted stores without undue delay. 

The Committee therefore desire that the public 
undertakings should review the systems pre-
valent in their concerns about the planning and 
purchasing of stores and spares and also review 
the items in stock to ensure that the under-
takings are not burdened with excessive stocks. 

7 28 In order to guard against the accumulation of 
finished goods, it is desirable that the public 
undertakings should enter into firm contracts 
before taking up the production of items as are 
specially ma'nufactured for a particular custo-
mer. The agreements should also provide for 
the levy of storage charges etc. on the failure of 
the customers to lift the goods according to the 
delivl"ry schedules. 

8 ' 29 The Committee noted that some of the public 
undertakings e.g. Garden Reach Workshops, 
Indian Telephone Industries Ltd. etc. have not 
fixed any limit' for stocking of finished and semi-
finished goods. In order to have a check on 
their stock, it is essential that suitable limits for 
finished and semi-finished goods should be laid 
down and the actuals co.npared periodically w;th 
the limits so fixed. 

-.-.- ... ---.. _----
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In the absence of proper classification and 
codification no check or control can be exercised 
over the existing stock and there can be instan-
ces of items of stores being purchued while 
similar items may be lying in stock bearing a 
different nomenclature. It is, therefore, neces-
sary to classify properly all the items held ;n 
stock and also to standardize their nomencla-
ture. Each category should also Ibe given a dis-
tinctive code number so as to facilitate a quick 
and sure identification. If necessary, a separate 
cell may be created in the Stores Department to 
undertake this work. Necessary catalogues 
should also be prepared by this cell and made 
available to all concerned to acquaint them about 
the items of stores available in stock. This will 
enable the plants to utiliSe the existing stocks 
to the best advantage and to avoid unnecessary 
purchases. 

The consequence of large varieties of pimilar 
items of stores is that the undertakings have to 
stock adequate quantities of all the spares per-
taining to each type in use so as to be able to 
keep all the machines in working order, result-
ing in high inventories. 

37 Effective steps have been taken in other coun-

39 

tries for cost reduction through reduction in the 
number of stores items. 

There is great scope for cost reduction in 
public undertakings in India through reduction 
of varieties of stores. Standardisation of stores 
items is therefore an urgent necessity. This 
will help in reducing work load through bulk 
purchases of fewer items, in securing economical 
prices, in minimising capital investment on a 
variety of stocks, and in reducing the materials 
cost. 

The Committee find that although the public 
undertakings are conscious of the need for stan-
dardisation and certain steps have been taken 
by some of them in this direction, there is still 
a great leeway to be made. The Committee 
therefore desire that the matter should be pur-
suef1]vigorously by the public undertakings in 
coordination with the Indian Standards Institu-
tion or other specialised agencies. They would 

-. ----- - --- ---- --_._._---_ ..... ---~ 
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like to po!nt out that the aim of standardizati(ln 
should be to have uniform standards for similar 
items. and the standards ev(>lved should take 
cognizance of indigenous avaUability of mate-
rials to the maximum extent possible. 

42 W;th ABC analysis, it is possible hoth to 
minimise the risk of stackouts and to r~duce in-
vestment in inventories. The Committee there-
fore desire that such an analysis should be made 
urgently by all the public undertakings. Fur-
ther, determination of the maximum and mini-
mum stocks of 'A' class items, their replenish-
ment intervals, the quantities per rf'plenishment 
order and the frequency of the reviews should 
be the responsibility of the. top management. 

45 Separation of indent;n~ and purchaslnll func-
tions is not conduciv~ to efficiEmt materials ma-
nagement. The problem of previding materials 
to the users in the right quantity at the right 
t;me and at the lowest over-all cost. taking into 
consideration the buying cost and the jnventory 
carrying cost, requires organisational coordina-
tion of indf'nting and purchasing fUllction and 
it is therefore desirable to have the identing and 
purchasing functions under a common head. 

46 Besides difficulty of co-ordination division of 
stores under the Works Man~~ers instead of 
having them under th~ control of Central Stores 
Organisation resulb; in loadin't the 1)ro-
duction departments with avoidable work. If re-
lieved of the inventory respomibility the line 
managers can devote more time to their pr!mary 
duty of production. 

47 Separation of Stores and Purchase functioning 
under two different self contn!ned Departments 
meeting at the level of GenE-raJ MnnageriMana-
gin~ Director is not conducive to efilcient mate-
rials management function. 

48 There are different types of organisational 
~t ups in the public undert91~in~s for materials 
management. While it IS difficult for the Com-
mittee to suggest any ideal organilUltlonal pat-
tern which would suit lion the public under-
takings, the Committee are in faVOUr of the un-
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dertakings having an integrated organisation for 
all mater~ls management functions. Although 
such an organisation may have different unitsl 
departments, it should be under overall control 
of a person who should be of bllfftciently h!gh 
status as the Finance Ot' tht" Production Depart-
ments head. The CommIttee, thereford, desire 
that the present organisational set up for mate-
rials management in different public under-
takings should be reviewed to examine 8S to 
what extent these require modifications to suit 
the requirements of each undertaking and to 
ensure effective control. 

The location of various units of an undertak-
ing at different places in the C()untry creates 
special problems of planni.ng, programming and 
provisioning of materials. It is, therefore, essen-
tial that a general pattern of organisation appli-
cable to the various multi-unit organisations 
should be evolved. The Committee feel th!1t if 
the purchases are decentralised wholly or subs-
tantially, there are dangers of high overall pur-
chasing costs, coupled with daI'lgcrs of unhealthy 
buying competition among the units of the same 
undertaking. The Committee are of the view 
that there should be central control and/or co-
ordination among all the units of an under-
taking with regard to (0 items of common use 
and (ii) items which are imported. In all these 
cases even if it is not Cl')nsidered feasible to 
have complete centralisation of all purchases, 
there should be substantial degree of central 
control in the matter of fixing suppliers, the 
prices, the methods of put't"hases, etc. Once these 
are fixed, each unit could negotiate with the 
suppliers about the quantities to be purchased. 
delivery time etc. according to the indi~idual 
requirements. 

The Committee feel that the orgamisational set 
up for inspection in the pubUc undertakings re-
quires to be reviewed with the object of evolv-
ing a uniform pattern wh;eh will be best !lUlteli 
to the requirements of these undertakinp. I. 
the opinion of the Comm;ttee the iDspectloa 
should be carried out .by a separate wing whiS 

------------_._-
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should be under the overall control of the Mate-
rials Management Department. The responsi-
bility of providing materials in right quantity, of 
right quality and at right time is that of the Mate-
rials Management Department and to achieve 
this objective it is necesary that the inspection 
wing should be under this integrated organisa-
tion. The Inspection wing could of course take 
the assistance of technical personnel in the 
users/production department for inspection 
wherever necessary before materials are accept-
ed. 

The Committee feel that ad hoc short courses· 
or on-the-job training alone cannot serve the 
purpose and there is need for sustained training 
in materials management. The Committee, 
therefore, consider that the existing training 
facilities in the public undc~takings need to be 
strengthened. 

65 A large percentage of orders for small values 
in some of the public undertakings indicates that 
there was no proper planning and programming 
for materials. It was admitted during evidence 
that a large number of orders of small value wa .. 
not good and the system of planning should be 
such that normally no occasion arises for 
an emergency purchase except m unforseen 
circumstances. The Committee therefore desire 
that the undertakings should review the system 
of planning and programming to ensure proper 
inventory management. A periodical report 
about rush purchases should also be sent to the-
head of the undertaking. 

66 The Committee would like to point out that for 
proper materials planning it is vitally important 
that there should be close liaison between the-
Production D~partment and the Materials Mana-
gement Department. }'or principal materials, 
i~ is necessary that the Materials Management. 
Dep'ar~ment is given a reasonably accurate fore-
r.~~t of both the short • crm and long term pro-

" . 'lition p~ogram~es. Based (,l'l the production ... .,tiS, d\.lles, tl,\e}.taterials Manag~men. Department: 
,~q'9 . prep~~ details .9f their immediate and for-

.'_ ... ~ ~ar .. ~q\dt~m~nts, in ~latidn to stock in hand 
o .,. I 'I. ~ •• ...... ' 
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and ordered and other relevant factors to deter-
mine further orders to be placed and the de1i~ery 
schedules for the materials. 

It is also essential that the Materials Mana.-
ment Department is kept informed of any chan .. 
in sales/productio'n schedules which may be 
necessitated from time 10 time. Similarly the 
Materials Management Department should keep 
production/Sales Departments advised of any 
difficulty arising in the flow of materials. 

In regard to items of regular use (usually 
referred to as stock items or repetitive stores) it 
is desirable to have system of automatic reple-
nishment based on re-order levels, In the absence 
of such a system supplies are arra'nged on the 
basis of indents from consuming departments. 
This procedure leads to excessive stock, It is 
thereforli essential that the items of regular .U~f' 
should have a system of automatic replenishment 
based on minimu'~l, m:1ximum and re-order lev~Js, 

The Committe£' v:ew w'th'concern the absence 
in certain public u'ndertakhgs of providon for 
proper inventory levels so essential for inventory 
control. 'rhey consider that it is necessary not 
only to fix these limit; hut also to review them 
periodically because the' :l!;surnptions on which 
these are based e,g, procurement time and the 
rate of cO'nsumption are subject to frequE'nt 
changes, 

Purchase of items categorised as non-stock but 
which are procured frequently causes delays In 
purchases and results in rush buying besides 
adding to the buying cost, There should the~ 
fore be a periodic review say once in six months 
of all non-stock purchase" and such of the 'nOD-
stock items as are of a repetitive nature should 
be converted into stock items. 

The Committee nuticed that there was hardly 
any undr>rtaking which worked out the buying 
cost PPl' order or the inventory carrying cost on a 
systematic basis, with the result that economic 
,orderequa'n!ities for the various items to be stocll-

. f'dhave nDt been fixed on the basis of these ends. 
The. Committee feel that the present practice Of 
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determining order quantities on the basis of con-
sumption and lead time only should be reviewed 
and buying and carrying costs of 'inventories 
should also be taken into consideration. Besides, 
the economic order quantities so fixed should be 
reviewed periodically in the light of any changes 
in the buying cost or inventory carrying cost. 

80 For purchases through limited tenders lists of 
approved suppliers are a sine qua non. In many 
of the Public undertakings there is no system of 
registering suppliers/contractors for all the items 
of stores and maintai'ning an up-to-date list of 
suppliers. The Conunittee desire that such up-
to-date list for every store item should be main-
tained by all the public undertakings. 

81 It is necessary to fix the number of suppliers 
to whom the Limited Tender Inquiries will be 
sent based on the value of the purchase order. 
In c~se the number of suppliers invited to tender 
or the valid quotatiO'Ds received is less than the 
number fixed, the purchasing officer should obtain 
the approval of the next higher authority before 
ordering purchase. 

82-83 The suppliers under the DGS & D- rate con-
tracts do not keep up promised delivery sche-
dules. Most of the suppliers prefer to get orders 
outside the rate contracts and give preference to 
their execution as such ::ates are more favourable. 
Further, DGS & D rate contract implies DGS & D 
inspection and payment. Since this is a lengthy 
process, suppliers prefer to deal directly and 
outside the rate contracts. The Committee feel 
that the matter calls for serious attention by the 
DGS & D. They would suggest that all cases 
where there had been serious delays in receipt or 
materials undpr the DGS & D rate contrac~ 
should be reported by the public undertakings to 
the DGS & D and such cases should be investigat-
ed by the DGS & D to ftnd out the circumstances 
for delavs in delivery or for charging the higher 
rate~. The threat of termination oc rate contracts 
with the defaulting pa'tties and/or entering into 
para11--l rate contrtlt:'ts with other parties could 
help in improving the position in such cues. 
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29 86 For the smooth working of the Purchase De-
partment it is necessary that the work load is 
evenly distributed throughout the year, instead 
of the purchases being rushed during the closing 
months of the year. 

To reduce the lead time in placing purchase 
orders. the Committee would suggest the follow-
ing measures:-

3t> 90 (i) At present manlx of the public undertak-
ings have not ed any time limit fo. 
each stage of purchase e.g. for receipt 01 
indent and issue of enquiry, receipt a:nd 
consideration of quotations, issue of pur-
chase orders etc. Fixation of such a time 
limit will act as a check on the perfor-
mance of the Purchase Department. The 
time taken to release th~urchase orden 
during a particular peri and the pend--
ing indents should also be reviewed 
periodically with a view to examine the 
reasons for the delay in placing ordefll 
and to take remedial measures. 

(ii) In some of the undertakings (e.g. Hin-
dustan Antibiotics Ltd., Hindustan Cables 
Ltd., Hindustan Insecticides Ltd., Hin-
dustan Teleprinters Ltd., etc.) there is no 
proper delegation of powers for purchases 
and the limits up to which various offi-

I 1 ,- cers could place the purchase orders had 
not been laid down. It is necessary to 
lay down such limits to reduce the admi-
nistrative lead time. 

(iii) Some of the public undertakings have 
.appointed Stores Purchase Committees 
for scrutiniSing purchase proposals above 
a certain prescribed monetary limit. ThE' 
common practice is to have representa-
tives of concerned departments such u 
Finance, Production and Purchase De-
partments in such Committees. Appoint.-
ment of such Committee obviates avoid-
able delay in i'nter-departmental notlngs 
and correspondence, gives the opportu-
nity to the concerned departments to 
exchange views and helps in taking 
qUick decisions. This system could be 

• adopted by the undertakdngs who do not 
• have such Committees . 
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The Committee feel that large number of 
references to Finance tend to add to delay in 
placing purchase orders. Reduction of the nWl'»' 
ber of such references without impairing financial 
control will directly result in reduction of work 
in both the purchase and finance branches, simpli-
fication of the procurement procedure, shortenmg 
of the administrative lead time and diminution 
in the number of stockouts and emergency pur-
chases. What is 'needed for proper budgetary 
control is to sanction the overall budget and also 
to divide it as far as possible shop-wise Or pro. 
duct-wl~. The purchase Department should then 
be f'rnpoweI'ed to place purchase orders within 
the sandioned budget according to the limits and 
conditions laid down. The present practice of 
obtaining financial concurrence for each order 
irrespective of the value of the order and notwith-
standing the acceptance of the lowest tender is 
u:'necessary and time consuming. 

The Committee do not under-estimate the need 
for proper financial control over the Purchase 
Department. It may be m"cessary to fix certain 
financial limits over which it may be desirable 
to refer the case to Finance before placing the 
purchase order. The other casE'S where it might 
be necessary to refer the case to Finance may 
be as follows:-

(i) Where the ring prices are quoted by the 
tenderers or the lowest offer is higher 
than the last purchase price by a certain 
limit say 5 per cent . . 

(if) Where the difference between the accept-
ed and the lowest tender is more than 
fixed limit say 5 per cent subject to an 
overall limit. 

Further in order to ensurp. that correct and 
proper procedures are followed by Purchase 
Department, there can he a larger percentage of 
post-audit. This would act as a check on the 
Purchase Department without impairing its 
efficiency inplacinJ( purchase orders . 

. The Committee d~ire that the procedures 
obtabling a~ present in various pul,Ue undertak-
ings should be reviewed and suitably modifted 
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to avoid unnecessary consultations, referem. 
and cross references' to Finance which, while mj 
contributing anything to . purchase efticientlf ... 
merely add to the delay. 

To obviate delays in taking approval of F~ 
proper forms should be devised by each uricM· 
taking containing details of information geJ3-
rally required by Finance 80 that purchase plO-
posals sent to Finance are complete in all __ 
pects and time is not lost in avoidable ctos 
rderences between the Purchase and Finance 
Departments. 

The Committee are glad to note the improv--
ments effected in tll'.' procedure for alIow:JIIJ 
imports by the Eublic undertakings. They trUJlt 
that the revised procedure would be effectivelY. 
implemented and its actual working revi~ 
peri odically. 

Value analysis has already become popular '. 
many countries and the results achieved ha~ 
been quite encouraging. However, in India, ~t 
has not found wide application and there are oPt 
many public undertakings doing value anal)'tla 
in a systematic manner. 

loR It needs hardly any emphasis that value ane· 
lysis offer~ a large scope for cost reduction and 
all th£" public undertakings should undertake 1t 
in a systematic manner. 'Such an analysis has 
of course to be conducted by a team comprist..,g 
personn-el from Materialc; Management, De!dp~ 
ing, Enj!lnP.ering, Production, and Research and 
De-v~l()pm("nt Departments. 

The Committee welcome the steps taken 'b:r 
Hindustan Steel Ltd. and some other puoftc 
undertakings for import substitution. Consi<k,· 
ing, however, that a large percentage of requt __ 
ments of spares W8!! stfll mM through imgoris 
by several undertakings, there is need for •• 
systematic effort by all the public undertaktplI 
to develop fndlgenous substitutes and to achj~ 
iM!1f sbfttdeney in theriulttl''T' of procurement of 
ta"materials, spares and eomponents. 
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The Committee feel that all the undertakings. 
depending substantially on imported p/oducts. 
mould have a separate cell for research and 
development in the field of import substitution. 

To achieve results in the field, full use should 
also be made of the various Research Institutes. 
in the country. Co-operation of private manu-
facturers could also ,be very valuable and they 
should be encouraged to take up the manufac-
ture of these items by making available to them 
the detailed catalogues of imported items and' 
by holding exhibitions, etc. 

The Committee also feel' that there should be 
:frequent exchange of ideas and information 
among the public undertakings about the efforts 
made for import substitution. 

121 While the Committee agree with the policy of 
giving price preference for indigenous pro-
ducts, it is desirable that a uniform policy should 
be followed ,by all the public undertakings 
regarding the extent to which price preference 
should be allowed. They, therefore, feel that 
Government should lay down a limit up to which 
the public undertakings should be empowered to 
give price preference for indigenous products. In 
case it is considered necessary in any case to· 
give price preference over the limit so fixed, the 
specific approval of the Board of Directors should 
be obtained before goinl{ in for indigenous pro-
ducts. 

122 Many of the public undertakings (e.g. Garden 
Reach Workshops Ltd., Hindustan Insecticides 
Ltd., National Buildings Construction Corpora-
tion Ltd., National Coal Development Corpora-
tion Ltd., National Instruments Ltd., Praga Tools 
Ltd. etc.) have not laid down proper procedure 
for follow up of purchase orders. The Committee 
desire that all the public undertakings should 
lay down proper follow up procedure in thiS' 
respect. 

)26 The Committee feel that according to normar 
commercial practice, in the purch_ proposals 
and agreements," clauJe O:or liquidated damages 
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should be provided so as to ensure that the con-
tractors supply the materials within the stipu-
lated delivery period. This provision should also 
be enforced unless for good and valid reasollJ . 
suppliers obtaiLn consent to postponement of 
delivery dates. 

In recent years, facilities for transportation of' 
goods by road have increased. Road transport 
IS costlier but at the same time speedier and 
perhaps safer too as compared to rail. However. 
no systematic effort seems to have been made to· 
determine the relative costs of transport by rail 
or road. In view of the general shortage of rail-
way wagons, the Committee suggest that each 
undertakings should work out the relative costs· 
of transport by rail and road for its various pro-
ducts, keeping in view the time factor, packing 
costs, safety in transit, etc. 

The Committee feel that the question of diffi-
culties in transportation of over sized equipment 
merits serious attention of government and the 
RaHway Board with a view to taking remedial 
mE"8sures to avoid the difficulties in transporta-
tion of over sized or heavy equipment which 
might occur after electrification of railways. 

136 The Committee desire that the procedure for 
inspection of various ty.pes of materials should 
,be laid down by all the public undertakings. 
While the method of inspection to be adopted 
win depend on, the requirements of each under-
taking, it is essential that the procedure for 
inspection should be a simple one since if the 
procedure is too ~laborate it could be costly and 
time consuming added with the danger of being 
by passed. 

139 To avoid unnecessary delay in the process of 
inspection it is desirable that the time limit for 
inspection of varioUs types of materials should 
be laid down and actual time taken in inspection 
as against the limit fixed. reviewed periodically. 

The Committee u.nde'1'3tand that even after 
tM. goods are inspected by Directorate General 
of Supplies &: Disposals, the undertakings have 
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to inspect the materials on receipt. This Inspec-
tion may be for quality or quantity or for both. 
Since inspection by Directorate General of 
Supplies & Disposals and again by the under-
takings 'involves . duplication of eifort, the Com-
mittee would suggest that in cases where the 
undertakings can make arrangements for inspec-
tion by their own staff, the feasibility of per-
mitting them to do so may be examined. 

144 - The Committee would suggest in-process ins-
pection at suppliers' end in suitable cases. This 
would help in reducing the percentage of rejec-
tions at destination and also save the time, 
labour and expenditure involved in sending 
back the defective materials and obtaining Ie-
placements: 

J45 The Committee found that mostly the public 
undertakings did not maintain statistics about 
the extent of materia. rejected, the firms which 
supplied such materials. etc, They feel that 
the maintenance of such statistics would help 
in locating the types of materials generally found 
defective and the firms which supply defective 
or substandard materials. 

146 The Committee were informed that the names 
of the suppliers who consistently supply sub-
standard materials are removed from the list of 
approved suppliers. They would suggest that 
the names of such suppUers should also be clr-
culated to other public undertakings, Govern-
ment Purchasing Departments so that they may 
be cautious while dealing with such firms. 
BesidM helping thl' other public undertakings. 
this would act as a deterrent to the bad suppliers. 

147 Considerin,:l that the material costs account 
for·a major portion of the total cost of finished 
products, the questi.on of best utilisation of the 
materials received is extremely important. It is 
therefore essential that the norms of consump-
tion for various materials are fixed on a scienti-
flc blLCJis and the actu,l consumption checked 
periodically with tbe norms to loqte the cases 
of ~ eonsumJ)tion ... 'nle Committee regret 
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to note that in many of the public undertakinp 
e.g. Hindustan AnUbiotics Ltd., Praga Tools Ltd., 
National Projects Construction Corporation, etc. 
such norms of consumption have not been laid 
down. They desire that these nonns should be 
laid down by all the public undertakings where-
ver fea&ible, and periodically reviewed in the 
light of .• actual working of the undertald'ng. 

51 148-50 The Committee note that in some of the under-
takings, the actual consumption was much more 
thrm the norms prescribed. The Committee 
df'Sire th!lt a11 cases cf excess consumption should 
be thoroughly investigated and remedial mea-
sures taken. 

52 155 It is regrettable that in many of the public 
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undertakings there was laxity in the care and 
custody of the materials. While different items 
have to be treated with varied degree of care 
accr.-rding to their nature. any scheme of storage 
and stores control should achieve the following 
objectives: -

(i) Maximum utilisation of the &-pace for 
storage. 

(ii) Care of handling stores during the pro-
cess of receipt, inspection, storage and 
issue lind to ensure an undisturbE'd and 
easy flow. 

(iii) Preservation of storeos against breakage, 
spillage or deterioration. 

(iv) Security against pilferage. 
The Committee trust that suitable measurcs 

will be taken by all the public undertakin~s for 
proper storage, care and custody of materials. 

J60 The Committee view with concern the serious 
lapses in the mainU"rnance of stores accounts in 
a:nne of the public undertakings. In the absence 
of proper accounts it is di1ftcult to maintain any 
con.trol over the receipt and is.-;ue of stores, to 
cheek the shortages in store'S if any and to flx 
the r~ponsibility fOr the losses. Proper valuation 
of stores issued and consumed is also rendp.rt'd 
d ifft cult. The maintenance of proper and eom-
plete> stores accounts is therefore absolutely 
e51iential. 
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J61 The Committee would emphasise that the-
system of accounting should be such as would 
void unnecessary duplication of work without 
losing sight of the objectirve. 

163 The Committee feel that the present practice 
of maintaining two sets of stores cards in the 
Stores Department needs to be reviewed. In the 
view of the Committee, it is desirable to main-
tain only one set of stores cards (say of the 
kardex type) as it would avoid duplication of 
work without impairing efficielllCY of material 
control system. The practice of maintaining 
Priced Stores Ledgers in the Accounts Depart~ 
ment would have to be continued in such cases. 
In some undertakings where the number of items 
in stock is very large, the total volume of transac-
tions would justify installation of computers or 
other mechanised equipment. In these under-
takings, the feasibility -of maintaining only one 
set of stores cards with the help of such equip-
ment and thus obviating the necessity of main .. 
taining separate Priced Stores Ledgers in the 
Accounts Department should be examined. 

169 The large variations between the actual stocka 
and ledger balances is a reflection on the stand-
ard of stores keeping and of stores accounting 
and should be taken serious notice of by the pub-
lic undertakings. The discrepancies noticed as 
a result of such verification should be reconciled 
promptly and all shortages which come to light 
must be investigated. 

170 Some shortages may be inevitable in certain 
undertakings in th~ normal course of handling 
of certain stores. In such cases suitable normll 
should be fixed for such handling losses and the 
actual shortages compared with the limits so 
fixed. Instances are not wanting where the 
actual losses suftered were even more than the 
norms so flxed. Thus in Hindustan Steel Ltd., 
the nonns of handlinJt losses of raw materials 
pennitted losses of major raw materials upto 
RI. 80-100 lakhs in each plant to be written off 
automatically. But in actual pract!ce, in Durga-
pur Steel Plant the losses of raw materials were 
even more than these Umlts. Such abnormal 
shortages should be viewed'with contem. Imme-
diate action should be taken to analyse the 
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reasons therefor and suitable measures taken to 
prevent their recurrence. The norms fixed 
should also be regularly reviewed with the 
object of keeping the losses as low as possible. 

To ensure proper working of the Materiala 
Management DE-partment it is essential that the 
procedures to be followed regarding materiala 
purchasing, inspection, storing, issue and dis-
posal etc. are clearly laid down for the guidance 
of all concerned.. A comprehensive manual on 
the various aspects of Materials Management is 
therefore an urgent necessity and immediate 
attention should be p,aid .by all the public under-
takings to prepare such a mao.ual. 

There has been loss of valuable by-product. 
because of lack of proper planning and fore-
thought. In some cases ;by-product plants were 
installed late and the . products could not be 
sold beca1,lSe market study had not been made in 
advance nor had adequate steps been taken to 
develop the market. This happens, because at 
the time of setting up of the projects, little or 
no attention is paid towards production and uti-
lisation of by-products. The Committee consi-
der jt essential that at the time of preparation 
of detailed Project Report itself proper assess--
ment of the nature and the extent of by-products 
'likely to arise during production/operation of 
the plant, should be worked out so that adequate 
arrangements about their utilisation/dispo&al 
could be made well in time of the ariSing of 
these by-products. 

The Committee noticed that the operation 
of some of the by-product plants could not be 
continued due to defects in the plant and maehi-
nery or in operation. 

It is surprising that even after several years of 
thE" working of some of the by-products plantl. 
of H;ndustan Steel Ltd. it had not been possible 
to rectify defects in the plants and machinery 
for the by--products. The Committee trust that 
eft«th1'9 stIepe woulci be taken lJO()n to sPt ri gbt 
the defects in the plint and maehinery to ensure 
proper utilisation at the by-producta. 
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In the absence of periodical reports to the top 
management it is diftlcult to maintain close 
watch over the inventories. While the precise 
nature of the reports which should be submitted 
to the top Management and their periodicity 
may differ to some extent from undertaking to 
undertaking, the Committee feel that the top 
Management (General Manager, Chairman! 
Managing Director, Board of Directors) should 
get periodical reports (monthly/quarterly) on 
the followi~ aspects of Materials Manage-
ment:-

1. Reports about purchases containing the 
following information:-

(i) Details of purchases above certain limits, 
(ii) Purchases over certain limit where low-

est tenders were not accepted. 
(iii) Details of rush and emergency pur-

, ('hases showing items purchased, the~ 
value, source of purchase. reasons etc. 

(iv) Details of indents outstanding viz. their 
number, the period for which these were' 
outstanding, reasons for delay, if any. 

ll. Re}X-l'\S 3bout Stores Department contain-
ing the following information:-

(1) Stock po6ition about major raw mate-
rials, stores, finished goods etc. 

(ii) Position about slow moving/non-moving 
stores, extent of surplus stores and posi-, 
tion abcut their disposal. 

nl. G~neral Reports about the following:-

(i) Reports about the foreign exchang@ utiM ' 

liatiOn; 

(if) 1be imports made: 
(ii1) Steps taken fOT import substitution and' 

~.results, achi~ and 
(i~) V~lue anal,.. r~ etc. . ..-~, . 
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-The above reports should contain essential data 
only and. should be submitted soon after the close 
of the period to which they pertain. Also, main-
tenance of purchase and stores records should 
be such. as would enable compilation of necessary 
infonnation without involving much labour and 
time. 

61 ISo Aiter an examination of the working of 
Materials Management in public undertakings, 
the Committee feel that although 'most of the 
undertakings are conscious of heavy investment 
in inventories, there has not been a continuous 
effort to control inventories or to -introduce new 
tech'ruques of materials management. 

In conclusion the Committee wish to make the 
following general observations:-

(I) By and large, materials management has 
been given a secondary importance in the 
organisatiO'nal set up of an undertaking. 
There is, therefore, need to pay greater 
attention to the efficient functioning of 
this department. 

(2) A large number of undertakings depend 
on imported spare parts and comp<l'nents. 
Because of long lead time required for 
imported products and due to acute 
foreign exchange situation, there is a 
tendency on the part of the undertakings 
to import larger stocks in order to avoid 
possible stoppage of production due to 
non-avaHab;Uty of steeks at the required 
time. There is thc .. rcfore need to liberalise 
maintenance imports to obviate this ten-
dency. There is also neM for stepping up 
indigenous production and development 
of ancillary industries so that dependen-
ce on imports is reduced to the minimum. 
Government should pay particuJar at-
t~ntion to these matters. 

(iii) Various methods of inventory control 
have b!!'en adopted in industrially ad-
1.'lmced eountries. These are classification. 
codification, standardisation, variety re-
r1uction, value analysis, A.B.C. analyst" 

• etc. Adoption of these methods can greatly 
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help in reducing costs. BalIring a fe~ 
undertakings, these aspects have not bees 
given proper attention. These new tech-
niques should be employed. 

(iv) '!'here have been numerous complaints 
from the undertakings that, both from 
the point of view of quality and price, 
the i'ndigenous products do not compare 
favourably with the imported ones. While 
the undertakings can help the indigenous 
manufacturers to improve the quality of; 
their products, Government also should 
take suitable steps for reducing the costs. 
of such products. 

(v) Utilisation of by-products has not receiv,-
ed proper and adequate attention of 
several undertaki'ngs. In some cases 
plans for their utilisation were initiated 
quite late, while in -others by-product 
plants had been installed but were not 
operating due to defects in the plant or 
because adequate efforts had not been 
made to develop the market for those 
products. There is need for advance plan-
ning in this respect and also for imple-
menting the plans. 

(vi) There is a general feeling that materials 
management does not require any spe-
cialised knowledge. It is perhaps for this 
rea'son that there are practically no regu-
lar arrangements in the country for 
training of personnel at various levels 
for appointment to materials manage-
ment posts. The efficiency of the mate-
rials management department will de-
pend on the qualifications and experience 
(if the personnel appointed therein. It 
is, therefore, essential to arrange regular 
institutional training in materials 
management and for exchange of ideas 
8\ld information through seminars, etc. 
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